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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

This paper represents an attempt to summarize our thoughts regarding various methods and potential guidelines for Verification and Validation (V&V) and Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) that we have observed within the broader V&V community or generated ourselves. Our goals are to evaluate these various methods, to apply them to computational simulation analyses, and integrate them into methods for Quantitative Certification techniques for the nuclear stockpile. We describe the critical nature of high quality analyses with quantified V&V, and the essential role of V&V and UQ at specified Confidence levels in evaluating system certification status. Only after V&V has contributed to UQ at confidence can rational tradeoffs of various scenarios be made. UQ of performance and safety margins for various scenarios and issues are applied in assessments of Quantified Reliability at Confidence (QRC) and we summarize with a brief description of how these V&V generated QRC quantities fold into a Value-Engineering methodology for evaluating investment strategies. V&V contributes directly to the decision process for investment, through quantification of uncertainties at confidence for margin and reliability assessments. These contributions play an even greater role in a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) environment than ever before, when reliance on simulation in the absence of the ability to perform nuclear testing is critical.

Our summary is broken down into three major sections (Part I-III).

In Part I, V&V methods are described and methods to quantify Verification and Validation are presented. Methods to quantify UQ as closeness of fit at Confidence are described, including frequentist or inference type methods. A compilation of frequently used and relevant concepts for metrics are suggested for consideration when quantifying the V&V status of a given physical model for a particular Stockpile to Target Sequence (STS) environment and a given code. We also describe an idea for quick recognition of the V&V level for particular simulation capabilities in a Meter numbering system.

In Part II, we describe how validated models, with UQ at Confidence, are used to evaluate Margins for components and systems. Given uncertainty and margin values, we can then assess quantified measures of reliability at confidence (QRC).

In Part III, we briefly describe a conceptual model for quantifying business decisions based on inputs from V&V and QRC, which include consideration of priority, timing, deployment, and investment strategy. A Quantified Systems Value (QSV) is defined as a function of Reliability and Confidence in terms of Benefit (improvement in Value) and Benefit/Cost Ratios (BCR). We demonstrate the linkage of V&V level for particular simulation capabilities (including validation experiments) to the value of products and product decisions made under budget and schedule constraints. A concept of closure is introduced in the form of a simple equation that integrates UQ, QRC, and QSV quantities with the economic function of Present Value Factor (PV_t) in the time domain:

$$\Delta QSV = QSV_0 \int PV_{t}[t] \Delta[t]\{\Pi_{i=1,MC/STS} (RC^*)_i\} dt$$  \[1\]
This equation enables quantification of Benefit/Cost tradeoffs and timing decisions (Logan and Nitta, 2000). Although there is not a unique BCR, we should explore the bounds of its values for any given decision and we show its relationship to quantified V&V. These concepts are evaluated for particular requirements, which in our case are represented by the MC (Military Characteristics) and STS (Stockpile to Target Sequence) requirements of our Department of Defense (DoD) colleagues. For general business application, the requirements would be those environments that determine product performance.

To work through the process that leads through V&V and eventually to our investment strategy, it will be useful to track our progress through the methods (and acronyms) by referring to the rather complex flow process in Figure S-1. We break this complex diagram into portions, and discuss each portion in turn in the 3-part discussion that follows.

Figure S-1. Flow diagram from system Requirements (MC/STS) through V&V, through uncertainty quantification and margins; onward through QRC, then QSV. The concepts (and the acronyms) are easier to grasp as we address them in the 3 Parts below. See Section 7 for a list of symbols and acronyms.

Beginning with Part I, the first step is to establish system Requirements. For our work in the nuclear community, these are the MC (Military Characteristics or a top-level system requirements document) and STS (Stockpile to Target Sequence, a logistics and mission document one level deeper). Based on these requirements for the system and its environments, the V&V
process begins, leading to validated models with uncertainties at confidence as our product of Part I. Part II takes these quantities to margins and then reliability equivalents, on through to a Quantified Reliability at Confidence (QRC) Rollup. Part III continues, making use of the QRC products for Value Engineering and decision processes.

Key to the investment strategy process, and its linkage back to V&V, is the Benefit/Cost Ratio (BCR). Quantified V&V will show us that there is not a unique BCR — we must explore its bounds for any given decision. Due to the non-unique fidelity of any given BCR, it will become apparent that our decisions fall into 3 basic bins:

1. High BCR within our V&V bounds: Positive decision indicator [i.e. do it]
2. Low BCR within our V&V bounds: Negative decision indicator [i.e. don't do it]
3. BCR varies high to low depending on V&V bounds: more quantification is needed

The following 3-part discussion will lead us through Figure S-1 to our compact QSV equation and use of the BCR. Part 1 (V&V), and Part 2 (Certification) and Part 3 (Value Engineering / QSV) are fields with evolving methodologies. The end product methodology and dollar benefit can be explained using a standard Risk=Likelihood*Consequence Matrix as shown in Figure S-2. This work represents the authors view of a method of closure for the 3 topics. We are not aware of any universally accepted method with such closure, so in this work we present our own work and progress in this area.

![Figure S-2. Dollar Benefit of V&V and Quantitative Certification, expressed as a standard Risk=Likelihood*Consequence Matrix. The analogies are built step by step in the 3-part discussion that follows. Likelihood becomes analogous to assessed (1-QRC); Consequence is expressed in Value Engineering / Earned Value [ie dollars] terms.](image-url)
1 PART I: V&V definitions, methods, metrics, guidelines, and checklists

Figure I-1. Flow diagram for Part I: From system Requirements (MC/STS) through V&V, through uncertainty quantification dependent on sample sizes (N*) and equivalent Confidence level e.g. at $\sigma$.

1.1 Introduction: V&V, Stockpile Stewardship, and the Decision Process

Figure I-1 shows the highlighted portion of our flow diagram relevant to Part I. The first step is to establish system Requirements. For our work in the nuclear community, these are the MC (Military Characteristics or a top-level system requirements document) and STS (Stockpile to Target Sequence, a logistics and mission document one level deeper). Based on these requirements for the system and its environments, the V&V process begins, leading to validated models with uncertainties at confidence as our product of Part I. We then continue with comments on specific factors that should be considered as part of a major V&V Milestone. In addition, we include a few comments on the mechanisms regarding how we have done this recently, with examples that emphasize our STS work. The example methodologies have been used recently in our nuclear performance arena as well, if one draws the appropriate analogies — not all of those can be discussed coherently in an unclassified setting.
Figure I-2: The role of V&V in Stockpile Stewardship today. At the risk of oversimplifying, V&V has to Verify the codes and physics/material algorithms, and Validate the continuum models that use these verified code features.

Figure I-2 shows a simplified layout of stockpile stewardship today: ASCI and V&V have a key role in stewardship: Stockpile activities, ASCI with Validated Models, and Experimental Campaigns must be integrated for credible, quantified, investment strategy tradeoffs for optimal and cost effective Stockpile Stewardship. ASCI must leverage the rapidly increasing computing power to enable us to offset our loss in confidence due to lack of testing; and Campaigns provide theory and validation data so that ASCI provides credible results.

A major goal of SBSS has been to enable us to go on into the future and continue to certify the stockpile without nuclear testing. The reality, imposed in part by a shrinking production complex, losses of DoD assets and partnerships, and sometimes by safety and security constraints, is that there are also lot of non-nuclear tests that we either can't or don't do. This makes SBSS a challenge even for non-nuclear STS environments, and makes quality standards for ASCI Validation all the more important.

The entire process can only have the credibility supported by its scientific basis on the ASCI and Campaign side. Certainly not every major action [or inaction] involves ASCI or work with ASCI tools. However, the big decisions do tend to involve ASCI (Modeling & Simulation) tools. Since
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ASCI demands over 10% of the Stewardship budget that is not surprising and should even be expected. Stockpile decisions, backed by Validated ASCI analyses, will mean billions of dollars spent. The priority must be carefully determined by the entire stewardship partnership for best-cost effectiveness. And the decisions will either mean claims that we must return to underground testing and new weapon designs and/or production, or that we need not.

So ASCI tools and simulations bear a heavy burden. Platform funding must be adequate because our speed and fidelity and capacity are still too low. Heavy development funding continues to keep pace with faster, bigger platforms. But 7 years into ASCI, V&V has become the doorway to use of the products for stockpile decisions. This is because the credibility of ASCI is not related to the amount of dollars spent or the number of colors on a movie palette. The credibility is provided only by documented, quantified V&V performed by documented, qualified experts in a given area. Much is said about certifying the certifiers. We already have a quality people process—in a discipline-oriented culture of science and engineering, where credibility is built over time and pride in the curriculum vitae of our people. In all of the key certification Program elements at LLNL, we have a documented quality people process comprised of people's resumes, their position, their job description, and their reputation built over years of experience. There is a quality process for our stewardship people, it is documented, and it is quantified. With the large amounts of ASCI investment involved, should we do less to document and quantify the credibility of the ASCI products and simulations used to make recommendations for the stockpile? Similarly, the experimental validation campaigns, and the production complex, should partner with validated ASCI simulations leading to conclusions be backed with quantitative measures of quality.

We have entered an era of unprecedented computing power and speed. However, generating more numbers faster is only of value if the numbers have credibility. Hence the quote, Ultimately, the success of the whole of ASCI will depend on how well we accomplish our goals in V&V (Oden, 2001). There are some significant points about the benefit of V&V that we should note:

Robust, thorough, quantitative V&V:
- Can let us leverage our stockpile job and V&V job.
- Can mitigate the need for excessive Software Quality Assurance
- Our TriLab and LLNL SQA guidelines are built assuming extensive verification, validation, and uncertainty quantification as the other major elements of V&V

We are developing a continuously evolving 19-point VERification and 35-point VALidation checklist, with suggested criteria to consider when performing V&V analyses:
- Including VER and VAL Meter ratings, 0-10
- Including horsepower — elt-steps/msec — or inverse grind time.
- VER and VAL meters are needed for each code feature, each environment, domain, and quantity of interest: We address this need on a graded scale.
- Horsepower measures really need to be expanded to total solution time, including model building, pre and post processing, and model iteration process.
These factors are summarized in an overall 10-point summary.

One goal for the use of V&V Meters is that they should reflect our qualitative expert judgment of Verification or Validation status at the component or system level for a given code feature or analysis model. Validation metrics and their relation to uncertainty will never be totally objective, but we have to proceed and evolve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Application</th>
<th>Code Name:</th>
<th>PARADYN</th>
<th>MMPILS-DYNA</th>
<th>ALE3D</th>
<th>PRONTO</th>
<th>JAS</th>
<th>COYOTE</th>
<th>SALINAS</th>
<th>GOMA</th>
<th>TELLURIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STS:</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hostile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mfg.:</td>
<td>Casting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heat Treat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY:  
- V&V Well Underway
- Have code but No V&V yet
- Not Yet Acquired
- Not Applicable

Figure I-3: V&V is a big mission: The scope of the effort and our progress is easier to show in the Engineering / STS environment area than in the weapon physics area. This figure, made circa April 1999, shows our evaluation status of V&V of the TriLab Codes for the Complex code efforts.

It is true that the loss of testing we face is most critical in the nuclear arena, due to the de facto Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) world we live in. Therefore, most of the power and funding of ASCI is keyed toward offsetting our losses in that area. However, a similar effort exists, on a smaller scale, in the weapon engineering arena. We have lost many opportunities for testing in that area as well, and yet are constrained from excursions or changes by the linkages to CTBT constraints just mentioned. Therefore it is important to harness the growing compute power of ASCI in weapon engineering and manufacturing environments as well. Figure I-3 shows the challenge we face in V&V given the large variety of engineering computational tools being developed under ASCI. We cannot simply wait until all these codes are done. A code is never done, and furthermore the stockpile will not wait — we have to make credible decisions now. Therefore, a graded, but quantified, method for V&V is needed. A description of our status in developing this quantitative, graded method is the scope of this work.
1.2 Definitions: Verification and Validation:

We begin by describing our favorite V&V definitions and a V&V process that leads to qualitative measures for V&V in Part I. Following the qualitative process of Part I enables quantitative Validation Statements expressed with Uncertainties (U) at Confidence [C] as described and used in Part II. A compendium of definitions proposed from the community is given in Appendix A. Our preferences include the following:

VERIFICATION:

Verification: (Roache, 1998): Verification ~ solving the equations right.

Verification: (Cafeo and Roache, 2002): Verification of a CODE: The process that determines that the computer code accurately represents the mathematical equations.

Verification: (Cafeo and Roache, 2002): Verification of a CALCULATION: The process that determines that the computer calculation for a particular problem of interest accurately represents the solutions of the mathematical model equations.

These definitions should enable a quantitative Verification Statement, such as the following:

This material model feature has demonstrated 99.3% accuracy on elastic plastic deviatoric stresses and strains [documentation cited], and it has shown this accuracy in combination with 8 element types with aspect ratios as high as 5 and angles as low as 50 degrees. The model is known not to work well with values of bulk-to-shear modulus higher than 10. The model has shown over 96% accuracy with contact bulk stiffness ratios as high as 1000. We give this code feature an overall qualitative VER rating of about 4-5 out of 10.

(We will discuss the qualitative 0-10 VER and VAL ratings for V&V Meters below).

Verification assures not only that correct answers can be obtained from codes, but also that users can build inputs and obtain those same correct answers. When codes or platforms change, these verification assessments must be repeated. Therefore, verification is an automated and prioritized effort. Verification problems are built into a regression suite that is automatically run as new code versions and platforms appear, and the features needed most often and earliest are verified first and most extensively.
VALIDATION:

Validation: (Roache, 1998): Validation ~ solving the right equations.

Validation: (AIAA, 1998): The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model. Quoted from (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002) pg 14.

Validation: (Cafeo and Roache, 2002): Validated Model: A model that has confidence bounds on the output. A validated model output has the following characteristics:

1. The quantity of interest
2. An estimate of the bias
3. A set of confidence bounds.

A validated model is one where we can make a formal statement after running the model similar to:

I am 90% confident that if I build and measure the quantity of interest, that it will fall within the confidence bands (of uncertainty) shown around the model output.
1.3 General Statement of Methodology:

We view the V&V mission as starting with the code development products (i.e. the codes), supplied to the V&V evaluators, verified to the developers informal satisfaction during development. This implies that the codes will run single element level problems correctly, and that tests to assure that the algorithms show solution convergence as discretization in the spatial, temporal, and interactive domains is refined.

Our V&V methodology is based on a philosophy that emphasizes degrees of independent evaluation of the code capabilities by the code users, in our case by the designers and analysts who are outside the code development groups. Measures of independence of the V&V process are shown in Figure I-4. Our goal is to have the code evaluators outside the code development group, at the third or fourth level of independence from the left. We have chosen this degree of independence to strive for, even though in reality there is a great deal of verification done by the code development groups themselves, and often the code evaluators are inside the same organization as the code developers. This enables our designer and analysts V&V not only the code and model, but themselves, and the platform/operating system, while retaining independence from the development team.

Our V&V methodology includes evaluation of the code simulation results at three layers of comparison as suggested in (AIAA, 1998), as well as a Software Quality Engineering (SQE) Layer 0 that supports the confidence in the software engineering underlying all of the other V&V activities.

All of these layers, including Layer 0 SQE, must be done using a graded scale proportional to the risk, consequence, and investment in the codes and models anticipated.

LAYER 0:

The V&V Program must first address evaluation of the SQE Practices and improvement for each code effort. These evaluations have occurred to some degree throughout the ASCI Program life as well as during legacy code development. We are starting to require more formalization and documentation of these processes, just as we require greater predictive capability from the codes, as the models are used for successively higher risk-consequence events (see Figure I-8).

LAYER 1:

The first layer compares simulation results to known analytic and semi-analytic solutions for specific verification test problems (Verification).

LAYER 2:

The second layer compares simulation results of the ASCI codes against Legacy codes in a regime of interest that is known to be verified and validated to a given degree.
This is one example of the principle of **Validation by Similarity**, where we claim a validated capability because it is sufficiently similar in nature and domain, that in our opinion, we can claim a level of validation without an actual validation process. Code vs. code Validation by Similarity is certainly not rigorous, but it may be quite cost effective, allowing us to save precious resources for higher risk V&V activities. Many have noted the cautions of optimistic results from code-to-code comparison. We contend that code-vs-code validation can *never prove that the pair of code/model combination is right* — but it can prove that *at least one of them is wrong* — and by how much. Often this can be done with orders of magnitude less effort than physical validation testing (especially when such testing involves radioactive or toxic or expensive materials — or all of the above!) In our stewardship of the enduring nuclear stockpile, code-to-code comparisons will never of course equate to validation statements in and of themselves: However, they do offer partial remedies to the following:

- Some tests cannot be done due to treaty, cost, lack of parts, funds, health and safety
- Comparing to legacy data is indeed essential, but often not as convincing as we would like: Our number of data points \( N^* \) is small for a given system, and the detailed data is usually lacking — and indeed if it had been obtained we would encounter at length the dilemma that you cannot take a measurement without perturbing the result of your measurement
- Code-to-code validation, while risking interdependency, allows comparison of nearly any desired quantity in any desired level of detail — at nil additional cost or fidelity risk
- Legacy vs. modern codes can often be compared — we can make statements about validation compared to the legacy validation level — if we consciously include any new degrees of freedom (K)
- In an era where computation cost is falling and test cost is rising, a strong V&V code-to-code element is compelling from an efficiency standpoint — before proposing expensive tests with scarce resources and competing priorities and liability risks.

**LAYER 3:**

The third layer compares simulation results of the ASCI codes against legacy and modern Above-Ground Experiment (AGEX) and nuclear data (Validation). The legacy comparisons can be properly termed either **Calibration** (involving tuning of the model), or **Postdictive Validation** (using the model with no more tuning, as if the data were new). The modern AGEX comparisons can be properly termed **Predictive Validation**, if we take advantage of these rare and expensive opportunities to make a prediction before our new tests are run. Of course, the Layer 3 process especially is iterative: We can repeat our Calibration process, or expand it at the expense of the old data remaining for Postdictive Validation. However, in doing so, we raise the CAL/VAL Ratio, or the ratio of test data we have used to tune our models to the test data we use without tuning. We can then sharpen our predictions and obtain, with yet more new tests, an improved assessment of Predictive Validation ability.

Of necessity intertwined with the three layers for code comparison within the V&V Program, Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) is essential as an integral focus area for evaluating the many
sources of error in simulation of stockpile devices, including uncertainties from the physical
database, AGEX and nuclear databases, the code algorithms, software implementation, and
physical and material models. Rather than view UQ as a separate activity with separate
milestones, we feel it is compelling, due to our preferred definitions of Validation above, to view
V&V with ensemble computing (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002), where the UQ process is
integral with quantitative validation statements that must accompany any claims of a level of
validation.

1.3.1 Methodology and Independence Metrics
This section describes our V&V effort as it provides coordination and integration of the
Verification and Validation of the ASCI code product developments with the needs and activities
of the product design, analysis, assessment, qualification, and certification teams. V&V is
essential to the credibility of the tremendous effort being put into the ASCI Code Team projects.
This is because it is the V&V process, performed independently of the Code Teams, as depicted in
Figure I-4, which provides the most direct evaluation of success and need for future work of the
ASCI Code Team products.

Code development efforts are not described within the purview of V&V, since that activity
occurs elsewhere in ASCI and in the core efforts. We view the V&V mission as starting with the
code development products [ie the codes], supplied to the V&V teams, verified to the
developers informal satisfaction during development and so in a condition such that the
codes will run one-element level problems correctly, and tests to assure that the algorithms
show solution convergence as discretization in the spatial, temporal, and iterative domains is
refined.

Ideally V&V would be a one-pass process, where codes and code features would be passed to
the independent design teams, V&V d, and cleared for production use. We postulate this for
simplicity — but of course in reality V&V is an iterative process with the code teams themselves,
as both the developers and the users verify both the codes and the familiarity with them. We
enable that iterative process by running combinations of the code-team supplied regression or
equivalent or verification suite — but for formal V&V even some of these verification runs are
made by the V&V team — the people outside the code development team — who are also the
eventual team of designer/analysts. In this way, we assure a Validation product capability
delivered as declared, because it is the eventual designer/analyst users making the declaration i.e.
the customer, and not the supplier. This is not a slight to the code developers whatsoever — most
of those in V&V have been developers at one time and recall the dilemma that when one develops
a piece of code, it is common that the developer can successfully use the capability — but other
users cannot. Verification and Validation cannot be formally declared until a user base (the
designer/analyst groups) declare it so.
Figure I-4. Measures of independence of the V&V process (Oberkampf, 2001). Of the 5 descriptors, our goal is to be about 4th from the left. This enables our designer / analysts to get at least two for one in their efforts, because they are V&V-ing not only the code and model, but themselves, and the platform/operating system, while retaining independence from the development team. Metrics for V&V can be the same whether independence is stressed or not; but since the goal is to provide a V&V level claimed in design and assessment, the claim can only be credibly quantified when the V&V is performed within the whole system; platform, code, model, and [independent] user base.

Regarding the candidate codes, in the nuclear design arena these are by their very nature codes developed internally, or certainly within the design lab community. For many of the engineering analyses, it would be an expensive omission not to consider as well the use [or coupling] of commercial code products, if they are able to perform adequately, and in the ASCI scenario perform on the ASCI platform machines. In fact, it is our experience that the world of commercial vendors and user conferences provides an excellent example of the code team vendor and V&V/designer customer relationship. That is, the most credible user meetings involve V&V testimonials presented by the customer [companies that buy or lease the commercial code and use it — and present their feelings about V&V and beyond. This adds inherent credibility to the code and developers, and confidence to potential users and customers. V&V by the code team statements and presentations are helpful and informative, but do not constitute a true V&V evaluation for products intended for design, assessment, and qualification use. During our formal V&V Milestone presentations and evaluations, our methodology dictates that this formal V&V will be done and presented by the designer/analyst users, not the code teams themselves.

Verification is ideally the first step for the V&V team. There are time and budget pressures to do minimal verification of the platform/code/user/model system; but it is essential to address this topic for at least a few key or new code/model features as they are used. Verification will consist in large part of fairly simple problems at the material or component level, in other words not
entire weapons. Examples of verification problems may include tension tests, closed-form heat transfer and momentum transfer analyses, modal analyses of materials, etc. In particular, verification of a wide spectrum of material models is needed to assure they perform as stated in the relevant manuals and that input decks will match relevant test data.

Validation [of the codes that pass verification on chosen classes of problems] will involve application of the verified codes to component-level and full-up warhead analyses. Examples of weapon engineering component-level validation problems may include modal analyses of partial assemblies, neutron heating of components, thermal reaction behavior of High Explosive pieces and simple assemblies, and impact safety behavior of buildups of energetic and other materials. These problems can be used [most in an unclassified setting] for benchmark competitions among codes, competing with each other and with real test data to obtain quantitatively credible results in a pre-selected timeframe. This concept has proven to work well in the industrial and academic settings. Legacy codes, on legacy and in some cases ASCI platforms, will be compared with ASCI codes, that is, those codes capable of producing quantitative answers to the STS problems and making use of the ASCI parallel platforms in the process. Eventually, during V&V, the speed and utility of all available code suites must be considered in light of the tradeoffs between product performance and cost to make or buy a given code capability. Speed may involve purely run time as measured in LLNL s Muscle Code Shootout (MCS) series (Sam et al., 2001), or scalability, or Teraflop efficiency [which is probably better addressed outside formal V&V by the code teams], and last but not least, ease and speed of setup, modification, and viewing of results. Make or buy applies more directly to the engineering aspects of our work — and in some cases to pre and post processing, etc. It is understood that purchase of nuclear physics simulation capability is not generally feasible or desirable.

1.3.2 Metrics: VERIFICATION and VALIDATION
Verification and Validation criteria documents applicable to our specific work have been fairly terse and qualitative until recently. Some aspects are addressed in LLNL s Engineering Policies and Procedures document (LLNL-ENG, 2001) section on design. We will note this reference below as one of the 35-point criteria, to be applied as appropriate. However, like any of the points in the checklists, the rigor of adherence depends on the cost/benefit/risk associated with the particular analysis. A more comprehensive but still qualitative set of Validation Metrics is described in the next section. A total of 35 Metrics for a Validation are depicted, and this document is our latest effort at these metrics. The goal of these 35 Metrics are for completeness — not for acceptability — of the model for design or assessment use and conclusions.
1.4 Verification and Validation Meters and Checklists

We can envision (at least) 4 methods for expressing the pedigree of V&V for a given code feature or model. Consider the following 4 methods:

A. Use of words like Fully Validated, Unvalidated, Validated Code, etc.
   • (We do not recommend this method.)

B. Use of a simple one-number scale e.g. 0-1, 0-5, or 0-10 as we suggest in our following description of our VER and VAL Meters. The VER and VAL Meters described (and shown below as introduced at the January 2001 ASCI PI Meeting) provide some measure of acceptability and caution — the meters are quantitative but they are subjectively set.
   • (Part I of this work.)

C. A multi-point checklist of thought, procedure, and documentation — including partial completion of (D) as well.
   • (Part I of this work.)

D. Quantitative error and uncertainty bounds at confidence (we will show in Part II that even a simple example of this is complicated).
   • (Part II of this work)

What, of (A-D), should be a minimum set? How can we express the level of V&V most efficiently and yet adequately, and as quantitatively as possible yet in a compact form? Full use of method (C) or (D) may not be warranted. However, use of the descriptors in (A) conveys very little meaning. We suggest that as a minimum, method (B) — a simple scale — can convey an expert opinion rating of the V&V level of a simulation in a condensed form. Certainly this is not a complete method, yet it conveys a more accurate picture than (A), and is thought provoking enough to lead us to pursue methods (C) and (D).

The goal of Verification is to assure not only that correct answers can be had from the ASCI codes, but that the end users can build the inputs, hit the enter key, and get those correct answers themselves. Of course, it is an endless task to verify every feature in conjunction with every model it might be used in — let alone to repeat this as new versions and platforms appear. Therefore, Verification is a prioritized effort — the features needed the most often and the soonest are verified first and most extensively. In addition, Verification is an automated effort — verification problems are built, over time, into a regression suite that is automatically run as new versions and platforms appear. To this end, in a qualitative sense, we describe below a set of 19 Verification metrics for ASCI/STS code products. In a quantitative sense, we must still get back to what is acceptable as a Verification answer. For problem classes with stable solutions, we can usually make one metric that of Convergence, or at least a demonstrated approach to it. Mesh refinement studies are in essence Finite Elements 101. It is true that we may not end up using the verified code feature in a fully verified state as we move to Validation and design work. However, if we have to back off on mesh fidelity, having taken the problem to convergence tells...
us how far we have backed off. For a few examples that illustrate the need and use for metrics in Verification and Validation, see (Logan and Nitta, 2001), and for more detail see (Trucano et al, 2001). A desired product of verification is a body of analysis and documentation to support a quantitative Verification Statement such as the one given above in the DEFINITIONS subsection.

As we will show and see in the discussion below, we can quantify metrics but to have much meaning, and to specify an acceptance level, it is usually necessary to also answer how much difference it will make if we are inside, at, near, just outside, or way outside a given level. **We assert that we can and should use methods consistent with a statistical quantification of reliability at confidence**, even though we cannot commonly use the frequentist approach but must rely on expert system, fuzzy logic, or Bayesian sets as described in (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002) and (Booker et al, 2002). Methods described in (Logan, 2001a) and (Logan, 2001b), and in Part I of this work, can eventually help us with acceptance levels for Validation. Uncertainties and Sensitivities in the simulations can be quantitatively related to assessed levels of Confidence and Reliability numbers for the stockpile during this era of no nuclear testing.

The goal of **Validation** is to take the ASCI products to a quantified state where they can be evaluated for acceptance for assessment and certification work at a demonstrated level of uncertainty and hence confidence. Our analysis timelines span many orders of magnitude — sometimes a hero fidelity simulation is best, but may require 2 years to build and run. Other times, an answer just incrementally better than back-of-the-envelope is needed, but that answer is needed in 2 hours.

It is important to understand this time critical aspect of stockpile work. That is, in an ideal world of stewardship with floating deadlines, we might postulate that no ASCI codes will be used for stockpile models until the codes are completely verified and until the models in those stockpile STS (system environment) regimes are completely validated. Even if we could wait that long, the word completely is a boundless task.

We might then open with a Validation Metric that says, any run is acceptable. This is true enough — but the next and obvious question is, acceptable for what purpose? At this point, we feel that there are precious few instances where a pass/fail metric can be used for validation. Rather, balance is the key — balance of funding, timelines, priority, and credibility. Tradeoffs are always necessary between these. We simply must know — and express — what tradeoffs we have accepted.

Verification and Validation criteria documents applicable to our specific work have been fairly terse and qualitative until recently. Some aspects are addressed in LLNL's Engineering Policies and Procedures document (LLNL-ENG, 2001) section on design. However, like any of the points in our guidance checklists, the rigor of adherence depends on the cost/benefit/risk associated with the particular analysis. A more comprehensive but still qualitative set of Verification and Validation Metrics is described in the next section. A total of 19 Metrics for Verification and 35 Metrics for a Validation are depicted, and this document is our latest effort at these metrics. The goal of these Metrics is for completeness — not for acceptability or mandate — of the model for design or assessment use and conclusions.
1.4.1 The Qualitative VER and VAL Meters

One basic dilemma is to express the V&V pedigree of a simulation result or conclusion, in a way that goes beyond yes or no, but remains a fairly simple quantitative expression of the V&V status of a simulation. Simplicity is essential to the decision making process, because calculation results and movies are often shown at fast paced meetings where numerous topics are covered in a few hours — with only cursory detail and never enough time for the audience to evaluate the credibility of the detail being shown. Typically only a few seconds are available to describe the pedigree of a given part of the simulation. And yet, impressions are formed at such meetings and can lead to misunderstandings and regrettable decisions, unless some kind of graded scale V&V measure is used.

Often, the highly trained and skilled finite element analyst/designer is unfamiliar to this high level review setting. We develop an impression during our education and professional society interactions that the nature of the game is to spend 20 minutes or so to make and justify a couple technical points. In a rigorous academic or professional environment, this focused presentation of viewgraphs is accompanied by a pre-published work of prose that the audience has to augment the verbal and visual presentation. Typically, terse visual aids like the VER and VAL meters described herein are not needed or desired; they are implicit to a qualified audience that has the chance to both read and listen to a detailed explanation and justification of the methods and conclusions of the work. However, high level meetings that pervade our business and indeed most corporate entities do not have this luxury of time and text. Often they do not even have the breadth and depth of background in a given area. This is no slight to the high level audience; nobody can be that deep of an expert in every area. These review and decision groups see hundreds of viewgraphs and movies fly across the screen during the day. Nevertheless, these high level audiences assume and deserve presentations that have some measure of quality with them. Ideally, every slide they see would be Thesis-Defense quality. In a world of procedural rigor and constraints on time and personnel coupled with challenging, sometimes arbitrary schedules for milestones and meetings and decisions, the concept of Thesis-Defense Quality for each analysis is not credible.

There is nothing wrong with using a lower quality or conceptual analysis [e.g. Hollywood Movie] to make a point or point out an area of risk. However, to avoid having the audience take such examples with verbatim precision, a VER and VAL meter or equivalent as a minimum should be used. The ASCI V&V Program, with analyses done in an independent environment by experienced designer/analysts, is ready made to produce and support the setting of such meters.

But, the meters are of course relevant for more than just a quick indicator at fast paced review meetings. The Meter readings (or any such rolled-up number rating for V&V) can, in addition:

- Enhance the capability of "designer-centric" or expert judgment based V&V;
- Firm up the credibility of conclusions that are drawn using any historic methodology;
- Make more scientific the V&V process;
- Make more scientific the decision process;
- Provide fundamentals for rational discourse on this subject;
- Provide a rational basis for common understanding and expression of V&V level.
- Provide an expression of relative information and level regarding V&V.
The concept in Figure 1-5 of a Verification Meter, that reads 0-10, is simple but it should be fairly clear in intent. Obviously such a Meter is still subjective, still qualitative in how we set the meter. However, it is likely that a consensus of veterans in a given area of mechanics or physics will not be too different in placement of the Meter Reading, even given the simple narrative on the slide, but especially with general criteria for guidance. More is needed but we start with this meter and improve it as we refine the V&V process and guidance. Ideally, several such meters would appear next to each feature in a code manual (for code verification). Several would be needed to cover the combinations of options within e.g. a material model, and to cover use of the code feature alone or in coupled mechanics settings. Use of the VER meter is also needed for Solution Verification, or Model Verification as noted above. This would typically indicate that even though the VER Meters in the code manual might all read 9, we may know (and should know!) that we have chosen, for expediency, to use a solution model in space and/or time and/or convergence tolerance that gives the accuracy of our solution only a 5 or 6 rating. We should of course strive for more than a 1-10 scale. More desirable are quantitative Verification Statements such as the one given above in the DEFINITIONS subsection.
The VAL Meter reading in Figure I-6 is as subjective as the VER Meter of the previous figure. However, it is again more likely than one might imagine that the placement of the meter and consistency across analyses, systems, and codes, is fairly easy to do in a consistent way. Given consistent qualitative criteria, we have found that knowledgeable observers tend to come to similar conclusions within the V&V community. The V&V process is much deeper and more quantitative than any single summary number can depict. But, the meters go beyond a yes/no V&V statement for communicating fidelity quickly.

To begin to take us beyond the simplistic meter summary, we have tried to capture four of the key levels of Validation contained in the following nomenclature:

DEMO: Demonstration, i.e. run to completion
CAL: Calibration, i.e. satisfactory agreement with accepted legacy metrics
VAL: Validation, agreement to predefined metrics, without [further] calibration
PVAL: Predictive Validation, i.e. agreement of a pre-test prediction with the test result within the pre-test confidence bounds of uncertainty established through V&V

For further refinement of the VAL Meter, we might imagine covering issues such as those in the 35 point checklist below. In fact, we might someday choose to assign in our mind a certain number of points to each of the criteria below. Those point scores would then ideally go a layer deeper still, e.g. they would express agree in terms of a statistical validation statement like the ones given in our definitions section, and express converged in terms of quantified...
discretization and solution error studies. The difficulty and lengthy nature of the answers to these questions is why V&V is a continual effort that needs a graded scale (e.g. Meter Readings) to depict progress in any given realm. But in the meantime we cannot certify on the basis of, here's our Certification Movie and maybe in 5 years we'll tell you its VAL Meter reading. We have to make decisions based on such evaluations now. And in the CTBT era of no nuclear testing and precious little system-level testing of any kind, we should take advantage of the luxury of a large — unprecedented — ASCI effort and as a beginning use measures like the VAL Meter quantification that we may not have used in the past.

**Uncertainty Quantification (UQ):**
Since we endorse the concept that validation should be a quantitative statement, it is essential to consider validation and Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) as a set. As we describe in Part I of this work, uncertainty is inseparable from the confidence at which it is stated. Therefore, validation, UQ, and confidence become inseparable.

We now introduce definitions of the components of uncertainty we will be discussing qualitatively in the VER and VAL criteria, which we will later address quantitatively in Part II of this paper. Consider, after (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002), these four components of Error or Uncertainty, as defined here as the differences between quantities \( q \) of interest:

For a measurement of the quantity \( q \) of interest, let (ibid.)

\[
\Delta = (q_{\text{nature}} - q_{\text{exp}}) + (q_{\text{exp}} - q_{\text{exact}}) + (q_{\text{exact}} - q_{\text{discrete}})
\]  

[2a]

or alternately (ibid.):

\[
\Delta = E_1 + E_2 + E_3 + E_4
\]  

[2b]

We might consider adding to Oberkampf and Trucano's set an \( E_0 \), and characterizing the \( E_i \) loosely with words, so that now:

\[
E_0 = (q_{\text{nature}} - q_{\text{nature}}): \text{Variability / Aleatory Uncertainty}
\]  

[3a]

\[
E_1 = (q_{\text{nature}} - q_{\text{exp}}): \text{Uncertainty / Epistemic Uncertainty}
\]  

[3b]

\[
E_2 = (q_{\text{exp}} - q_{\text{exact}}): \text{Error, in model}
\]  

[3c]

\[
E_3 = (q_{\text{exact}} - q_{h,t>0}): \text{Error, due to formulation or weak form}
\]  

[3d]

\[
E_4 = (q_{h,t>0} - q_{h,t<0}): \text{Error, due to discretization or solution error}
\]  

[3e]

The above \( E_i \) are a useful notional linear combination of error / uncertainty contributions in a validated analysis. Our quantitative method as detailed in Part II will require that we express variability, uncertainty, and error as the generalized \( U_{\text{Ci}} \) which becomes an input to the Reliability at Confidence method in Part II. To generate each uncertainty term \( U_{\text{Ci}} \) on an
environmental condition (subscript C) due to a model contribution (subscript i), we combine independent uncertainty contributors (subscript j on the Parameter uncertainty or change $U_{pj}$ or $\Delta_{pj}$) and the sensitivity $S_{Cij}$ to them as:

$$U_{Cj} = RSS(S_{Cij}U_{pj})$$

The sources, numerical values, and nature [i.e. assumed or known form of PDF, Probability Distribution Function] for all these notional linear combination $E_i$ and the more rigorously combined Eqn. 3f should be stated as part of validation with uncertainty quantification. That is, enough information should be provided as part of the Validation / UQ to enable the QRC methods of Part II of this work to be accomplished quantitatively.

Since, in the opening of Part III of this work, the VER and VAL Meters will appear again, let us once again stress their intent, limitations, and ideal use. The methods described in Part II as Certification Methodology; that is assessed Reliability R at Confidence C, depend on Uncertainty Quantification. This is intimately tied to Validation Level. Linkage between Uncertainty and Validation Level have been proposed by others as well, such as the one shown in Figure I-7, taken from (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2000). Overlaid on their Validation Metric is the simple quantity $V=2/U$; the curves are similar. Obviously there is no true closed-form relation between $V$ and $U$ — but somehow we must link one to the other. This is because, as we just discussed, we must quantify V&V to show progress in ASCI, and we must quantify $U$ to proceed with the QRC into QSV methodology of closure. In cases where we cannot rigorously show a path enabling statistical statements about $U$, we suggest for consideration as a screening tool only the use of $U_{2N}$, where $V$ is the VER/VAL Meter reading — set as merely a composite of qualitative expert judgment - of the model of the environment of interest. This is not the ideal process, but we must evaluate these terms constantly; we cannot wait for a statistical statement of validation to proceed. In fact, the simple method of setting $U$ equal to an expert-opinion chosen $V$ may help us focus our near term investment! Naturally, the only truly credible way to use the VAL meter is to use the form $V=2/U$ (or perhaps $V=n/U$ where $n$=number of sigma-equivalents of confidence). The uncertainty $U$ should be determined by the method described in Part II of this work, or some similar, rigorous way. In this work, we will not even enter into the realm of $E_3$ and $E_4$ (weak form, approximation, and discretization error and uncertainty) in this work. These terms are the focus of many other extensive works by other authors in the V&V and finite element method field.

Let us stress that this simple sounding scale or meter concept for Validation is not unique to our thinking. At least two other works have used such a scale to relate in a summary way a Validation Rating to the overall quantification of a code/model for given assessments. These now include:

- The $V=0$-to-$1$ scale (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2000) reproduced in Fig. I-7
- A verbally quantified $V=0$-to-$5$ scale (Trucano et al, 2002)
- Our own $V=0$-to-$10$ scale working in a similar way.
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Figure 1-7. VAL=0-to-10 Meter Readings are not a concept unique to our thinking! For example: Validation metrics proposed to relate V to U, giving a VAL=0-to-1 scale. V=2/U drawn over (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2000). Both are useful and more valuable than either no indicator at all or an oxymoron like fully validated or validated code. Both expressions for V should be used with great judgment and caution.

1.4.2 10 (or 30) steps to a V&V process: Summary Level Considerations

Our 84 point V&V process can be summarized in 10 steps 1-10, with a 30-step expanded procedure in detail counting the indices e.g. a-h. These reference embedded detail like the 19 VER steps, 35 VAL steps, and lead to various methods to determine and use acceptance metrics. The 10-step condensed form summary is as follows:

1. A Program Plan should exist with scope and timeline to balance the ability to build, verify, and validate code and model capability against the assessment needs of the product line.

2. A Code Capability Plan (expanded version of Figure I-8) should exist, with a simple method to track the V&V status of each capability. Figure I-8 is only a top-level matrix — more detail is needed.

3. A Risk Assessment methodology should exist and be documented. For example, in the area of engineering mechanics, a major part of our risk assessment mitigation is the ability to use multiple codes for any given analysis or planned analysis.

4. Verification (code feature e.g. Figure I-8) and Validation (prioritized system requirements) listings should exist and be prioritized. For Validation, an example of such a target list
would be Figure II-12 The Matrix of $R_i$ and $C_i$ terms for all $i$ environments in our Requirements, shown in Part II of this work. The Validation list is of necessity tied to the prioritized product line assessment and certification needs and timing.

5. The long term plan from code features through V&V to assessment capability should address the sequence of SQE (Software Quality Engineering), VER (Verification), CAL (Calibration), and VAL (Validation):

a. **SQE:** Software Quality Engineering: The software quality engineering practices may be tailored for each individual code, but should conform to a standard accepted by the developers and users organization. There are various Software Quality Engineering documents and standards in the community. The ones we use include the recent TriLab ASCI/V&V/SQE [Hodges et al, 2001], and the LLNL ASCI/V&V/SQE supplement (Storch et al, 2001). Both of these go into more detail than either the general references to SQA in (Levine and Twining, 1995) or even in our own Program (Miller, 1995) and Division (Clough, 1997) Quality policy documents.

b. **VER** code: Code Verification: In the maximum state of temporal, spatial, and iterative convergence achievable, we address the remaining error in the answers provided by the code for the feature being verified.

c. **VER** soln: Solution Verification: We assess the components of model error change as a function of discretization refinement in the temporal, spatial, and iterative domains. Code and model speed (Horsepower = element-steps per millisecond or inverse grind time) should be reported as it is key to determining tradeoffs of platform usage, time to solution, and quality of solution.

d. **CAL:** Calibration of a Model [shows existence of a fit but not uniqueness]

e. **VAL** cxx: (Risk Mitigation) Validation, Code Vs. Code (CVC). This method is often time and cost effective but fraught with dangers of misinterpretation and misuse.

f. **VAL** suv: (Sensitivity and Uncertainty) Validation, with Sensitivity plus Uncertainty plus Variability (SUV). This may be appropriate when for example only one integral test is available. The uncertainty bounds obtained may be quite wide, especially when several terms are rolled up (multiplied) in succession. In this VAL suv method we use model derivatives (tangent or secant) to represent the sensitivities $S_{Cij}$. We then multiply these computed $S_{ij}$ by what may well be large and estimated material, environment, tolerancing, or other parameter uncertainties $U_{Pj}$. Adequate statistical quantities of test or measurement data on the $U_{Pj}$ will help tighten our uncertainty bounds to meaningful levels on rolling up several terms; of course this information about each $U_{Pj}$ must be obtained at a cost justified by its reduction in a given $U_{Pj}$ and the importance of that $U_{Pj}$ in total system performance. This importance is determined by knowing the values of the sensitivities $S_{Cij}$. We must therefore have some verification and experimental
component or modular validation [see the step below and (AIAA, 1998) on Phased V&V] to V&V the model sensitivities $S_{ij}$. This helps mitigate the interpolation and extrapolation dangers depicted in Figure I-8. These derivatives $S_{ij}$ form the basis of our integral $i^{th}$ environment uncertainty estimates for this method. For example, for the $i^{th}$ environment, our Uncertainty in Capability of the system may be:

$$U_{Ci} = \text{RSS}(S_{Cij}U_{pj})$$

with \text{RSS=}Root-Sum-Squares as appropriate. As with Verification, reporting model speed (e.g. Horsepower =element-steps per millisecond or inverse grind time, total model run time, and total user time) is key to determining tradeoffs of platform usage, time to solution, and quality of solution.

g. VAL_mlv: Validation at the integral level, across the rolled up set of environments of application, can be done using a Maximum Likelihood Validation (mlv) fit to the integral data. In other words, if we are fortunate to have several integral tests, the demand that our model match over all of them will more readily quantify tighter uncertainty bounds. In other words, it helps us solve the dilemma that we usually do not have enough data (or model validation) to do VAL without the subsequent rollup of terms leading to huge uncertainty bounds. And yet, with an adequate number of integral tests, we have a body of evidence that says that the uncertainties are not so boundless as our (incomplete) VAL would contend. VAL_mlv is a way of showing our likely uncertainty embedded in the integral model vs. the integral data. The Validation, if done cross-test and cross-system (several systems with a similar mission) will be more robust and with tighter quantified uncertainty bounds.

h. VAL_pre: Validation using Prediction (PRE). In principle we can predict tests that have already been done if we use a calibrated, validated model, with no further degrees of freedom adjusted, and then predict one additional pre-existing test $N=N+1$. However, this will always leave some doubt as to a subconscious bias of our fitting process, since we may have been influenced by that existing data even though it was not directly used to develop our validated model fit. A measure of VAL_pre can be obtained by using a low CAL/VAL ratio in the VAL_mlv process, so that if we do no additional tuning after our VAL_mlv fit to part of the data, we can predict (really post-predict) the rest of our existing data and see how good our predictive fit would be for the data we have.

We will discuss methods to quantify our model uncertainty and predictive confidence in Part II. Performing this process, that is, estimating a predictive confidence bound and then seeing if subsequent validation tests fall within our predicted bounds, requires extrapolation outside the V&V Cloud shown in Figure I-9, into a region not yet validated over the quantity of interest. If we have used even a few model degrees of freedom to fit the data for a Maximum Likelihood
Validation fit (VAL_{mv}), we should then ask: How well would our model fit the next data point?

This is analogous to modeling a cross-country drive from say Washington, DC to San Francisco for example. If we have any model degrees-of-freedom (DOF) to adjust, we can choose to match the elapsed time to say Salt Lake City exactly. This should not inspire high confidence in our model predicted elapsed time to San Francisco. To quantify the confidence in our model-predicted elapsed time from Salt Lake City to San Francisco, we need to establish confidence bounds on our model sensitivity to elapsed time over distance, but also altitude, grade, weather, etc. The exact match to the elapsed time to Salt Lake City, if any DOF's were adjusted to get it, tells us nothing in itself about confidence we should have in the Salt Lake City to San Francisco elapsed time.

An automotive crashworthiness design study provides a similar example within the realm of our concern of nonlinear finite-element codes and models. During a design study of an aluminum spaceframe vehicle for crashworthiness (Logan et al, 1995), two types of extrapolations were performed. In both instances, lower tier (component) validation data was available (Logan et al, 1995) and (Logan and McMichael, 1995), but behavior at the system level required extrapolation. One of the extrapolations contained some measure of system level Validation by Similarity, and the other contained no system level validation or estimate of predictive confidence. (Given the minimal cost of this preliminary design study, such unvalidated extrapolations were acceptable, but we use them here only as an example, because more validation would be required before using these extrapolations for product qualification). The example chosen from (Logan et al, 1995) shows analyses of the front rail crashworthiness of aluminum extrusions in the spaceframe chassis. Energy Absorption, in Kilojoules per Kilogram (KJ/Kg) of rail mass, during the FMVSS 208 frontal impact standard (and variants) was modeled as a function of weight of the aluminum rail. The only validation available for this case was Validation By Similarity: That is, other aluminum designs have been modeled in similar ways, and experimentally show similar values and trends in KJ/Kg Energy Absorption. In contrast, consider the intriguing increase in KJ/Kg of foam filled aluminum extrusion rails. These numbers and their associated increase in KJ/Kg are completely unvalidated as used in this preliminary design study. In Part II, we will discuss the procedure for quantitative validation statements and for quantifying predictive confidence. That is, we seek to address how we would place bounds on an extrapolation outside the validated region of rail mass (if a validated region existed in the first place).

6. Phased or Tiered V&V: After (AIAA, 1998) and (Trucano et al, 2002) we suggest that the previous step be denoted and tracked at one of four phases or tiers:

   a. Unit Verification or Validation: A single code feature or quantity of interest
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b. Benchmark or simply coupled V&V: A single coupling of features or quantities of interest; likely still a single type of physics e.g. mechanics or thermal or fluids. Verification should still be possible for this class. Validation at the component level.

c. Complex coupling V&V: Validation at the component or integral level, with multiphysics couplings e.g. mechanics with thermal with fluids. Verification will be difficult if not impossible; some Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS) verification may be possible (Roache, 1998). This Tier is analogous to VAL_{out} as in Step 5f.

d. Integral V&V: A V&V level suitable for integral system assessment, qualification, and certification. This Tier is analogous to VAL_{in} as in Step 5g.


a. Specification of a set of metrics for assessing the execution of the above activities. In the case of a Milestone obligation, such metrics should be specified when the code capability is acquired or declared by code development; with a subsequent 1-2 year period to enable the quantification of V&V and UQ for the capability. Core components of this set of metrics include quantitative criteria for specific problems and acceptable thresholds of code performance on specific problems as determined by the ultimate users of the code product, specifically V&V and/or design and assessment teams not part of the development team.

b. Assessment of code and model performance for the selected activities via the defined metrics. Is the validated model adequate to be used with design department funding for assessment or qualification decisions? If not, what is the path forward to achieve this?


a. What more is needed from code teams based on the V&V done?

b. What additional V&V is needed?

c. What additional experimental validation theory and data is needed to reduce undue uncertainty? This can only be justified if we can show a substantial sensitivity $S_{Cij}$ to that material, environment, tolerance, or other uncertainty $U_{ij}$ (see Eqn. [3f]).

9. Documentation and archiving of experimental data and model results sufficient for future traceability and reproducibility of V&V activities.

a. Each V&V analysis report should address an item on a prioritized Watch List; such a list is called The Matrix in Part II of this work (Figure II-14); these matrices may be generated using QFD or Quality Function Deployment (Kogure and Akao, 1983), the PIRT or Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (Pilch et al, 2000), or other methods.
Part I: V&V Methodology and Guidelines

b. Each report should address this Point Criteria (this point and the preceding points) and the detailed 19-point Verification and 35-Point Validation bullets to follow. This requires a graded approach for a balance of adequacy with efficiency.

c. Where appropriate, the report should choose and discuss quantitative measures and metrics for the quantities of interest being verified or validated in that particular work.

d. Each report should summarize the overall status of V&V for a feature or model quantity of interest the VER or VAL Meter reading. We suggest as a first cut that the designer/analyst evaluate uncertainties \( U \) as best possible and then set the meter reading \( V \) as \( V = 2/U \). We realize that these Meters have a subjective nature, and yet due to the pace of use of simulation summary results at quite high levels, some simple measure of fidelity is needed to flag the audience to the amount of overall caveats.

e. Quantitative information about the most important sensitivities \( S_{ij} \), parameter uncertainties \( U_{pi} \) and environment Uncertainties \( U_{Ci} \) should be provided. The level should enable an analysis of these uncertainties, using the methods of Part II and Part III of this work, to justify further investment and iteration in improving the codes, models, data, or all of the above.

10. Integration into the larger V&V Community: This involves at least four steps, and offers the chance to maximize leverage and scientific credibility:

a. Presentation and review of the documented V&V analysis in the community or external audiences.

b. Review of the analysis and documentation.

c. Establishment and augmentation of a common (e.g. TriLab nuclear weapons or community at large) Verification Problem set. Selections of the problems from this common set can and should be used to test new code capabilities.

Establishment and augmentation of a common (e.g. TriLab nuclear weapons or community at large) Validation Problem set. Selections of the problems from this common set can and should be used to test new model capabilities. Data available from documented, archived validation studies at the component level can be leveraged across a larger external community and offer more chances for inclusion as a common across agencies validation suite. Further, sharing of data and analysis results at the modular or component level can enable others to better plan their own validation activities without unnecessary duplication. A rich data base of modular validation tests and models can also enable the community to do more Validation by Similarity as described above; where, depending on risk and consequence, less formal validation may be needed if the community can leverage a large body of documentation already existing on a given code, model, and quantity of interest.
Figure I-8. Even if we define a cloud or region of V&V for a particular code/model combination, both Verification and Validation inside the cloud are essential to mitigate the risks that although the validation fit (VAL_{\text{inv}}) may be quite good, the validation of a given sensitivity $S_{Cij}$ (for VAL_{\text{inv}}) may be poor or unknown.

We now provide a numbered list of criteria to set the VER and VAL Meters for a given analysis. These points should serve as reminders to the designer/analyst to use their own judgment as to which and how many of these points apply, depending on the risk and consequence of the particular analysis. In other words, we feel that judgments about adequacy are embedded in any execution of V&V on a particular model.
1.4.3 19 Verification Points to help set the VER Meter:
1. Code features being verified: Point to them in the manual if possible.
2. Under what conditions? If a material model is being verified, with which element types? Solvers? Contact? Coupled physics?
3. What level of verification accuracy is necessary for the intended application?
4. Is the mesh used for verification typical of Validation / stockpile analyses?
5. What is the average VER Meter reading for features alone and in combination?
6. Mesh convergence study? What is the order of accuracy of the formulations used? Was this order of convergence achieved? How much accuracy will be lost as we coarsen to the mesh of a typical production 3D simulation?
7. Time-domain Solution convergence? What is the order of accuracy of the formulations used? Was this order of convergence achieved? How much accuracy is lost (or gained) as time step is varied within e.g. Courant (Explicit) limits or other limits (Implicit)?
8. Solution convergence in the iteration / stability domain? How do hourglassing schemes or differencing (forward, central, order of advection) affect the solution accuracy?
9. Based on the above what is the estimate of Uncertainty in the model as used in a production run?
10. Horsepower study? (element-steps/millisecond or other equivalent measure?)
11. What code development, new features, or Verification work would you recommend next?
12. If the VER was linked to a prior code capability delivery or Milestone, does the VER Meter reading reflect how well that Milestone was met?
13. Is remedial work needed by the code team to meet the claimed capability as promised?
14. Range for VER Meter readings — range of inputs where we trust the reading
15. Range and parameters where you feel the VER Meter reading is least trusted
16. Which items in the (LLNL-ENG, 2001) Table 7.7 checklist did you address?
17. A Verification Draft report should exist (addressing in fact this list)
18. Verification Draft report should be reviewed as appropriate (e.g. (LLNL-ENG, 2001)).
19. Is the Verification planned for external presentation / publication? If not, why not?

1.4.4 35 Validation Points to help in setting the VAL Meter
1. What question[s] is the analysis, when validated, trying to answer?
2. To what Uncertainty?
3. Concurrence Vs. 2nd code?
4. Concurrence Vs. Data, Post-Mortem?
5. Concurrence Vs. Data, Predicted?
6. Cross-test: Repeat steps 3-5, but with consistent model (no tuning) for several tests across the same system.
7. Cross-System: Repeat steps 3-5 but with consistent model, for different systems (design / geometry / materials).
8. Repeat Steps 3-7 and evaluate uncertainties in quantities of interest for consistent model across multiple codes, tests, systems — and in predictive mode.
9. How many code features used have Verification documentation? How many do not?
10. What is the average VER Meter reading for features alone and in combination?
11. Mesh convergence study? Show mesh sensitivity and quantify it.
12. Solution convergence study in time domain: Show and quantify convergence [and the error accepted for the sake of expediency].
13. Solution convergence study in iterative [stability] domain: Show and quantify convergence, and again the error accepted for the sake of efficiency. For issues like radial return plasticity for example, Validation by Similarity may be appropriate and efficient as opposed to a time intensive numerical study.
14. Horsepower (model speed e.g. cell-steps/millisecond) study? (Relates to expediency)
15. Overall speed — including setup and post-processing time, and time to generate a new deck and make related / UQ runs? (Relates to expediency)
16. Complexity of e.g. material models: Effect on quality of the answer?
17. Complexity of e.g. material models: Effect on Horsepower? Number of runs per week?
18. Complexity: Was it worth it?
20. Based on the Uncertainty / Sensitivity question, what series of experimental material/component or system level Validation tests would you recommend?
21. What measures did you use to express agreement [i.e. a measure of UQ is needed to define agreement]. Was it the viewgraph norm? Peak load? Peak strain? Stress as $\int |\sigma_r - \sigma_i| dt? \int |\sigma_1 - \sigma_2| ^2 dt? Etc.$ For the $|\sigma_1 - \sigma_2|$ type terms, compare code vs. code but also model vs. test at either component or system level.
22. Based on overall VAL, what VER work would you recommend next?
23. Estimates of calculational (model) U? ($E_2, E_3, E_4$ in Eqn. [3])
24. Compare the experimental ($E_0, E_1$) and calculational uncertainties. Which dominates? In other words, address the $5$ Error or Uncertainty measures $E_i$ in Eqn. [3].
25. CAL vs. VAL: Of the available $N$ (Frequentist or Fuzzy) data sets, how many were used for CALibration of the model vs. VALidation? What is the CAL/VAL ratio?
26. If the VAL was linked to a prior code or material development Milestone, does the VAL Meter reading reflect how well that Milestone was met?
27. What remedial work if any is needed for the code capability to be as promised?
28. Domain of Validation for the VAL Meter readings — where we trust the reading. In other words, make a quantitative Validation Statement inside the Validation Box such as: within the box of element size $< 2mm$ and peak $G s < 2000$, the quantities of interest (stress and plastic strain) carry a model uncertainty less than $10\%$ at a confidence level of $2\sigma$, assuming a Gaussian PDF.
29. Range and parameters where you feel the VAL Meter reading is least reliable. In other words, make a similar statement of where the outside of the validation box is, and estimates of prediction error as [say] extrapolation distance outside that box.
30. Which items in the (LLNL-ENG, 2001) Table 7.7 checklist did you address?
31. A Validation Draft report should exist (addressing in fact this list!)
32. Validation Draft report should be reviewed as appropriate, e.g. per (LLNL-ENG, 2001).
33. Validation Final report with appropriate distribution.
34. Is the Validation planned for presentation within the community? If not, why not?
35. Is the Validation planned for external publication? If not, why not? (Obviously there are constraints, however there are and should be times [e.g. a container] where unclassified portions of even a validation analysis can be published externally).

1.4.5 Relating the “84 point” criteria to VER and VAL Meters and other criteria

How does one relate the preceding 84 point criteria to the VER and VAL Meter readings, and to the ability to make quantitative statistical validation statements such as those quoted as goals in the definition section?

Certainly if all 84 points are addressed in depth, we will achieve VER>7 and VAL>7, and be able to make statistical V&V statements for the quantities of interest. The details of this process are the topic of Part II of this work — with many complementary details in the works of others in references noted therein. One might even dare to call such a work fully validated at say VAL>8, even though we prefer to think of fully validated as an oxymoron.

If none of the 84 points are addressed, we will almost certainly have VER<3 and VAL<3, and statistical V&V statements [with any credibility or support] will be impossible. This condition might be termed unvalidated.

It is our experience that most code/model combinations in actual use lie in the range 3<V<7, in other words in the subjective, middle ground. Some weak statistical assessments can be made; quantitative statements indeed but not complete ones. Some of the 84 points above will have been addressed, but not all or even most. This is the reality, and can lead to another dangerous situation that leads us to advocate the meters even in the presence of a [nearly always incomplete] statistical validation statement. Even when such a statement is made for a quantity and regime of interest, there are always a list of model, code, and data caveats to accompany the statement. We have seen many times when the quantitative statement about Margin and Uncertainty is shown, but the caveats are dropped for expediency. This leads us to favor the V&V Meter reading as a simple summary number that hopefully will remain on the summary form presentation of an analysis; as a cautionary note regarding the fidelity and unstated caveats about the analysis being presented.
Recently, since our 69-point criteria described in (Logan and Nitta, 2001), we have expanded our point criteria from 69 to 84. We have found that our 84-point criteria encompasses the bullet-form criteria measures found in other V&V literature as shown in Table 1-1 as follows:

Table 1-1. Comparison of bullet-form criteria addressed in various V&V guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Number of V&amp;V Criteria Bullets</th>
<th>Number Covered By Our 69 (now 84) — Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J. Heat Transfer Ed. Board (ASME, 1994)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJNMF Ed. Board (IJNMF, 1994)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIAA Ed. Board (AIAA, 1994)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Fluids Eng. Ed. Board (JFE, 1993)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9, now 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIAA Guide (AIAA, 1998)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5, now 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandia VAL Metrics (Trucano et al, 2001)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandia V&amp;V Guide V2 (Pilch et al, 2000)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25, now 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandia Exptl Val** (Trucano et al, 2002)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Alamos V&amp;V Plan (Heath et al, 2002)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>35, now 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The lack of near-unanimous agreement with (Trucano et al, 2002) stems in large part from its document's role as an experimental guideline; there is a lot of overlap with code verification and model validation, the focus of this work; but by definition the overlap is not complete.**

Certainly we are not suggesting that a criterion for V&V credibility have anything to do with the number of bullets — but it is reassuring to know that the guidelines written over nearly the last decade are attempting to address essentially the same issues. The struggle seems to be more with exact definitions, requirements vs. suggestions, and the balance of cost effectiveness, credibility, and timeliness.
We suggest only that when determining the V&V status of a given capability, that some of these criteria be addressed and commented upon explicitly. The number of criteria addressed and the (judgment based) quality of the capability relative to the criteria will then determine the V&V Meter readings.

1.4.6 V&V Meters and Checklist Steps: How many is enough?

We might well end by envisioning a series of VER Meters for each code, all measured both in absolutes but also relative to the demonstrated abilities of other such codes:

1. Overall VER Meter reading for a given code's STS-Relevant features
2. VER Meter reading for a given code in the different areas of mechanics and physics relevant to STS analyses
3. VER Meter reading for each code feature / material model itself
4. Additional VER Meters for each code feature / material for Serial vs. SMP vs. MPP Verification status, and for VER of the feature alone vs. in conjunction with other features e.g. non-square elements, contact, coupled physics.

Similarly, a set of VAL Meter readings across codes should exist for a given type of STS Environment analysis. Naturally, in the ASCI (A for Accelerated) world, it is important to note and track whether these V&V Meter readings are on the old serial compute platforms, or whether they are truly MPP capabilities. Either way, the speed of analysis to a given level of accuracy and validation is a key measure, and indeed speed has been noted as a measure of Quality in codes striving for Quality Assurance using ISO 9000 methods (Keane, 2001).

ASCI is well into its 7th or so year of existence. ASCI V&V is in its 4th or so of existence. With the theme of delivery of capability growing, it is important to provide measures that summarize the successes we have had in ASCI capabilities that are ready for design and assessment use — and the areas where we have more to go.

Figure I-9 is a way of assembling high level VER and VAL Meter readings into an overall status summary. It reflects this summary by translating the VER and VAL number readings into Extended Stoplite colors as shown under the VER and VAL number readings. V&V Meter reading ranges are provided for each of the ASCI-engineering code suites we currently use; MPP/LS-Dyna, ParaDyn, Ale3d, and Sierra respectively. The readings are provided for the 1st V (VER) and the 2nd V (VAL), and for Horsepower (HP), defined currently as element-steps per millisecond on representative STS analyses in the V&V Sanctioned Muscle Code Shootout series. This set of readings, V, V, and HP, is repeated for both the Serial / SMP mode and for MPP mode. Note that although we have made great strides in ASCI-STS, most of the V&V-HP ratings under MPP are in the Explicit Lagrangian mode. This is telling regarding where the frontiers remain.
V&V Meter readings are also provided as a function of the nature of the STS mechanics and couplings being used. For example, are the mechanics Implicit (I) or Explicit (E)? Are the couplings Mechanical Explicit (ME) to Thermal (T)? Transport (X) to Thermal (T)? Thermal (T) to Chemical (C)? These are basic capabilities that tend to be topics of ASCI Milestones. We have postulated a set of V&V Milestones that allow a 2-year or so interval between ASCI Apps demo and ASCI V&V development of that capability up to a VAL Meter quality that is ready for design, assessment, and certification use. This interval allows time for interaction, feedback, and validation tests provided by [hopefully predictive] experimental validation opportunities.

Figure 1-9. The VER and VAL numbers translate into Red-Yellow-Green stoplight charts, enabling a good visual grasp of the state of maturity of our V&V capability from year to year. Both serial and MPP columns are shown; the only significant MPP capability with significant V&V is Lagrangian Explicit (E). Implicit=(I); Mechanics=(M); Thermal=(T); Chemical=; Transport=(T).

We should remember that our meter reading, even for each cell as shown in Figure 1-9, is really only an attempt to roll up the code/model capability of generating acceptable analyses with acceptably (and demonstrably) low uncertainties for Equations [2] and [3]. It would be better to retain and report the application and quantity specific V&V statements as in the definition section — but often abbreviated time scales for the presentation of information prevent this and a qualitative meter reading is needed.
1.5 Relation of V&V to Risk=Likelihood*Consequence

Qualitatively, the V&V Meter readings can be easily related to the oft-used Risk=Likelihood*Consequence diagram for a system and series of environmental events as in Figure 1-10. In Part II, we will show a way to quantify V&V in terms used directly in such a diagram, as well as in our own QRC/QSV expression.

Figure 1-10. Relation of V&V efforts to the Risk=Likelihood*Consequence matrix. Reduced VER and VAL meter readings denote higher Likelihood of failure due to model error.
PART II: Relation of V&V to Adequacy, Acceptance, Qualification, and Certification

2.7 Relation to Certification Methodology, Metrics, and Prioritization

In order to set true acceptability Metrics for Validation, we must know where we are going — what the model tells us, and how much it matters.

Our goal in Part II will be to show the use of a path from V&V (with UQ i.e. Uncertainties at stated Confidence) through the use of validated models to get component and integral system margins (i.e. Factor of Safety = Margin+1). With these quantities, we proceed to an assessment of Quantitative Reliability at Confidence equivalent for conditions of little or no full system testing. Figure II-1 shows the highlights of our journey in Part II.
In Part II, we describe how to take the V&V and UQ of Part I and proceed to use these models to assess margins and then reliability at confidence equivalents, on through to an RC Rollup, a total performance measure for the nuclear package. (In Part III we will use this RC Rollup for a subsequent Value Engineering and decision process methodology). Along the way in Part II, as in Part I, exists the quantitative, albeit judgment based, information to take numerical derivatives that enable inputs to cost/benefit tradeoffs later in Part III.

An important theme of the Part II to Part III coupling is that these are the areas from which we derive acceptance or adequacy criteria. What is good enough V&V is a function not only of Requirements (MC/STS for us) but of the implications regarding Benefit / Cost tradeoffs with time and the rest of the mission and product line. We feel that to be ready to address acceptance in V&V, it is essential to have a process that leads, in the end, to a Benefit / Cost closure. Otherwise, we will be doing UQ in V&V forever, never knowing when we should stop.

For VERIFICATION, we can more simply postulate the exact solution as the quantitative acceptance goal, and measure and document our ability to approximate an exact or manufactured solution on a design-effective time scale. That is, we must quantify our verification of a solution, but one that we can afford in the context of computer and time to generate, run the model, and post-process the results. This quantified verification should be related to the quantity of interest, with a statement that the Eqn. 3 uncertainty errors E_i (specifically E_3 and E_4) are, e.g., less than 5% in displacement at a confidence of 2σ or 95%, and we show or assume a Gaussian Probability Distribution Function or PDF.

For VALIDATION, we can set some qualitative measures [e.g. the 35 measures described above], and we can set some quantitative acceptance goals by inference from similar problem classes over the years. Of course, we have to consider, for Validation, the entire suite of uncertainty errors E_i, E_0 through E_4 in Eqn. 3 above. We can state some typical quantitative goals for Uncertainty Quantification [UQ] metrics for simulation fidelity with examples:

Mode Frequencies: Within 2% Linear, 5% Nonlinear
Strain: Within 20%
Stress: Static, within 20%
Deflection: Within 20%
Peak Accelerations, dynamics: Within 20%

We would suggest that in most cases (especially for explicit dynamics models) these and other quantities be expressed as an averaged integral over some appropriate time interval as is common in, for example, vehicle crashworthiness analyses and standards. Peaks obtained on a single time
step can be misleading with undue noise; the rolling integrals over time have proven to correlate well with reality in passenger safety [e.g. the Head Injury Criterion or HIC] and other fields involving time-dependent mechanics. Of course, in doing so, we must be careful to use enough fidelity in our integral measures to avoid ambiguity. For example, we relate a comment from (Schwer, 2002). Consider the HIC definition for a moment, with criterion $HIC < 1000$, acceleration $a$ in multiples of acceleration of gravity $g$, and interval $(t_2 - t_1) < 36$ milliseconds:

$$HIC = \left\{ \frac{1}{(t_2 - t_1)} \int_{t_1}^{t_2} a dt \right\}^{2.5}$$

Now, consider this moving window integral for occupant head acceleration. It is true that two nearly identical HIC numbers can be obtained, say, from a light vehicle with an airbag or a heavy vehicle with only a shoulder harness should they collide with each other. Could we then say that since HIC is the same, we have validated that the light vehicle model is identical to the heavy one? No — but we must be clear about the comparison we are making. The integral measure is appropriate for many quantities of interest, e.g. accumulated damage over short intervals of time, hence HIC. But before we can say that two models are the same because they give the same HIC, we must also look at the rest of the model — it must be a consistent model of one vehicle or another, i.e. light vehicle mass, stiffness, geometry, containing an airbag versus only shoulder harness, etc. If all these geometric and environmental inputs to the model are the same, and we obtain the same HIC (i.e. within acceptable uncertainty at confidence) as defined over any interval $(t_2 - t_1)$, then we might indeed claim that our model is well validated (to the quantitative levels implicit in this paragraph) for HIC.

Some of the values described above are typical uncertainties or agreement of models vs. data. However, that does not address at all what may be an adequate level of uncertainty. If our Margin (M) is low, we should require [and hence pay to determine via validation, analysis, and test] a lower uncertainty (U); and vice-versa. These are in fact quite close to the range of experiment minus calculation values we have tended to regard over the years as goals. However — what if we are outside them? Further, what if we can do better — get the 20% quantities down to 10%? The value of this reduction in uncertainty is not a step-function — it is a continuous scale. We use these numbers to make priority decisions, and implicitly our desire is to maximize the value of [in this case] the stockpile as a deterrent.

A metric for Uncertainty Quantification UQ is by its very nature tied to Sensitivity to that Uncertainty. The level of rigor in the UQ metric must therefore be proportional in some way to the value, priority, effort, etc we are willing to invest into reducing the uncertainty in that STS scenario. In other words, we can and perhaps should specify a higher acceptable uncertainty at a given confidence level for things that don't matter much. That way, we can concentrate our
resources on achieving a smaller assessed uncertainty for things that matter a lot. Others (Trucano et al, 2001) have as well noted the need to address quantification, but also address sufficiency for both Verification (ibid., p. 22) and Validation (ibid, p. 62).

We must prioritize our resources and determine the acceptable level of uncertainty. For product acceptance [in our case stockpile stewardship], it is our responsibility to assure, with high confidence $C$ in a high assessed reliability $R$, that the stockpile system can and will accommodate its STS through its logistics and delivery lifetime, with high $C$ in a high $R$ handoff through the nuclear performance regime. We are developing and quantifying such a methodology to lead us to values of $C$ and assessed $R$ to fold into a total performance number or non-frequentist RC-Equivalent for the nuclear package. We emphasize the wording, *assessed* Reliability at Confidence, because although we may never disprove an assertion that Reliability is in fact Unity, we can only quantify what we can assess with positive numerical evidence.

In the following section we will take the next step toward closure of our Value Engineering / Investment Strategy method by developing Quantitative Reliability at Confidence (QRC). QRC depends on the notion that Uncertainty (U) and Confidence [$C$] are statistically linked; whether we are coin flipping with a frequentist number of coins $N$ or using an inferred number of information points fuzzy $N^*$ . With an (albeit assumed) PDF, we can use our V&V-obtained Uncertainty at Confidence statistical validation statement to obtain an assessed Reliability at Confidence.

Success will depend on the existence and fidelity of our statistical validation statement for the quantity and condition of interest. Hence, we must now go beyond the VER and VAL meter expressions for V&V, and note that in order to move into QRC:

- V&V is now a statistical process, whether with a frequentist $N$ or inferential, relevance based $N^*$
- V&V must provide uncertainty at a stated [and quantified] statistical confidence
- V&V must show the origins of its $N$ or $N^*$ and the [perhaps expert judgment] weightings used
- V&V must allow us to assess a Reliability measure [$R$] from Margin ($M$) and assumed or known PDF, whether normal distribution or other
- V&V must consider adequacy, before stating whether a given model is validated for its application or not
These factors will allow the V&V process (and resulting validated models) to contribute to the Value Engineering Investment Strategy that has a mathematical closure (in dollars for example).

Of late, there has been much interest in quantitative certification, a quest for confidence that is more than just low, medium, or high. There is much more to do. So it is essential to clarify what methods can and cannot be credibly used under given circumstances, because of the importance of the topic and the methods, and above all, the emerging desire to use them as business decision and investment strategy tools.

As indicated in Figure II-1, there are several methods that have the potential to lead to quantitative certification, denoted as CRUMBS (Logan, 2001a) and (Logan, 2001b), Gates (Juzaitis and Sharp, 2001), TRB (Hamada, 2001), EI (Booker et al, 2001), the latter ones denoting work at Los Alamos. In addition, there are some noteworthy early works [sans acronyms] published by Los Alamos including (Adams et al, 1999) and work described in (Flicker et al, 1999). These works have helped to motivate our methodology as described in this paper.

In some cases, the uniqueness of our CTBT situation is giving whole new meanings to terms like performance, probability, reliability, and confidence. Just like V&V, the terms do not yet have unique meaning in the community. The eventual result of all these methods is, in our own nomenclature, the goal of an assessed lower bound Reliability-Confidence Equivalent for components and conditions in our portion of the weapon system, Rolled-Up over the entire system and its lifetime environments, leading to the RC Rollup nomenclature.
2.2 Moving from V&V and UQ to QRC: Quantified Reliability at Confidence

We will describe a general process for moving from V&V and UQ of Part I to quantified certification as we view it and have discussed in recent documents (Logan and Nitta, 2000) and (Logan and Nitta, 2002). We present the basic equations for FOM/QMU, CF, and QRC used by various groups (ours and others) in analysis of margins, uncertainties, and in our case the extension to measures of quantified reliability at confidence (QRC), for the nuclear package at the component, environment, or system level. We attempt to show, with a quantitative example, our non-frequentist statistical struggle in trying to quantify comfort, or conservatism, or confidence. We have built as much rigor and [quantified] judgment as we can into QRC, and employed statistical terms, be they frequentist or inferential in nature. We have balanced this against our desire to keep our overall equation (1) modular in nature; meaning that we can successively turn off or set to unity features and terms until the equations and methods reduce to the binomial coin-flipping situation. We show that methods like QRC enable closure to an Investment Strategy method like QSV. Methods like Quantitative Margins & Uncertainties, QMU, (Goodwin, 2001) and Confidence Factor, CF, (Krauser, 2001) deal in their documentation with margins and uncertainties, and are important steps along the path toward quantification with closure — but QRC into QSV completes the closure. The path of V&V with UQ, then QRC, and then QSV is one way of expressing a methodology from V&V to Value Engineering with traceable, quantified closure.

We showed, in Part I, the process for moving from Requirements to V&V and Uncertainty Quantification at Confidence. We showed the use of a quantitative, yet judgment based, 0-10 Meter Reading for V&V status. We provided a simplistic U~2/V qualitative correlation, with a suggestion that we go further to quantify terms such as sensitivities (Scij) and parameter variabilities, changes or uncertainties (Up). In the portion of our flow diagram highlighted for Part I (Figure II-1) we will need these terms.

Moving toward the middle of Figure II-1, we can now express a quantity called Figure of Merit (designated B here for Bont, or goodness); some of the research groups at LANL and LLNL have begun to express B=FoM=M/U in a notional sense. In this equation, U is a global U for a given environment scenario — it comes from an assembly of values of S to all the component, material, and numerical simulation values of U for system environments involving the nuclear package. Because of this, we have used the acronym CRUMBS (Confidence, Reliability, Uncertainty, Margin, Bont, Sensitivity) to describe the system for closure to Quantified Reliability at Confidence of all the quantities represented by the alphabet characters involved in this picture. The CRUMBS acronym is only meant to bring attention to the fact that in any such certification methodology, we must use enough letters of the alphabet to reach closure and avoid ambiguity in the numbers we generate. Similarly, the comment about inclusion of
Reliability \( R \) at Confidence \( C \) leads us into the next point. The key is not the acronym: Rather, the key is a process that provides closure to the terms.

FOM=M/U is a simple concept and indeed an old one, but it cannot be left open ended; for closure, \( U \) requires specification of confidence level \( C \). Of note is the subscript on the second \( (M/U) \) term at the right of center. We must go beyond the first QMU (Quantified Margin and Uncertainty) in order to proceed into the realm of Quantified Reliability at Confidence (QRC). In the second \( (M/U) \) box of Fig. II-1, the \( Z_{qrc}=M/U \) at \( \sigma \) denotes some measure of standard deviation in a Gaussian or other Probability Distribution Function (PDF). This is an important factor required to later derive the reliability equivalent \( [R] \) quantity for the RC Rollup. Note the presence of \( N^* \), the number of data elements in the set being evaluated. The quantity \( N^* \) has an analogy to, for example, a binomial \( N \) in binomial analyses for \( R \) and \( C \). However, \( N^* \) is a weighted \( N \) — weighted with the relevance of number of tests, relevance of tests, number and relevance (e.g. VER and VAL settings) of analyses, and in some cases expert opinion weighting (Booker et al, 2002).

### 2.2.1 Measures of “M” and “U”: As used in FOM/QMU, CF, and QRC

Our comfort at the system level comes from the sense that Margins are large. What does that mean? Figure II-2 was one of our first attempts to depict STS Margins, and note our nomenclature for uncertainty, factor of safety, and eventually inclusion of uncertainties. We also noted at that time that for investment tradeoffs over time, we must consider the real, assessable, and assessed change in these values over time. However, the depiction of Figure II-2 is not enough to take us into the realm of Quantified Reliability at Confidence. To do so, we consider Figure II-3. All three pictures in Figure II-3 define different ways of expressing the comfort of a Large Margin.

The pictorial in Figure II-3(a) depicts the Quantitative Margins and Uncertainties method (QMU). We can choose some predetermined [even implicit, e.g. Unity] definition for Reliability \( [R] \) and Confidence \( [C] \) and express our comfort using the value of the FOM=M/U. This method leads to the QMU Figure Of Merit (FOM) goal of \( M/U \_FOM>1 \) or \( FOM>2 \), or a higher is better edict but one that does not close into reliability or direct benefit/cost tradeoffs. For this method we have, assuming as in QMU’s FOM that \( U \) is a total uncertainty measure:

- **1<FOM**: We are sure our \( M \) exceeds uncertainty (in other words, the system will function) within the limits of our declared \( U \).

- **0<FOM<1**: \( M \) is positive, but may be swamped by uncertainty in some proportion of the cases. We expect the system to function but there in an increasing chance it might not.

- **-1<FOM<0**: \( M \) is negative, so we do not expect the system to function, but uncertainty in our favor may mean the system will function anyway.
FOM<-1: M is negative and our declared U is not large enough to overcome this even in the rare instances where we are lucky. We expect the system to fail each and every time it is called upon.

As an alternative to the QMU method of Figure II-3(a), we consider the method of Figure II-3(c). Here, we can express our uncertainty in terms of Normal or other Probability Distribution Function (PDF) defining in essence the point where a Standard Normal Distribution variable Z (Moore and McCabe, 1989) becomes Z=1. With our definition of mid-point margin M as M=1-FOS (Factor of Safety), there is a direct analogy between the standard statistical Z and our Z for QRC, Z_qrc=(M/U|N*,σ). Expanding U [and de facto raising R and C as M→0] may be expressed another way as: you have to express margin in terms of the probability it will be used up (Wood, 2000). The tails overlapping this closure then give us measures of R; and the method we obtain this information (equivalent sample size N*, our fuzzy N) gives us the value of C. For these methods, e.g. CRUMBS, TRB, MOM, QRC, we extend the preceding acceptance cutoff of |B|>1, a simple go or no-go criterion, to a statement that |Z|>n_σ, where n_σ is the number of standard deviations over which we define our uncertainty (for the normal PDF assumption). This way, n_σ, and the corrections due to our fuzzy N*, give us lower bound assessed numerical equivalents for Reliability R at Confidence C that can be quantitatively defended from our V&V and assessment process. If the resulting R at C are not acceptable, we may be able to improve them by further investment in the codes, V&V, or validation testing. These are then investment strategy choices we can trade off in a quantitative way as described in Part III and in (Logan and Nitta, 2000).
Figure II-2. Early depiction (circa 8 December 1999) of Margin, Uncertainty, and evolution with time: Vision of quantified evolution with time, enabled by today’s QRC and EI.

Figure II-3. Comparison of QMU’s FOM, CF, and QRC’s Z_qrc methods for Margins and Uncertainties. (Dates refer to first known presentation of FOM and CF.) Only QRC method allows quantitative extension to R(M,U) at C(N^2), and then to QSV. U572 e.g. root-sum-squared quadrature defined in (Logan, 2001b). Similar methods to QRC are being developed at Los Alamos.
2.2.2 **Contrasting “CF”, “FOM/QMU” and “QRC”**

Figure II-3 also compels a more lengthy explanation of CF, the method depicted in Figure II-3(b). This will enable us to contrast CF with FOM/QMU and with QRC/QSV. We take nominal $M_{mind}$ as the distance between the mid-points of Capability-to-Requirement. The CF method uses $M_{cf}$, the margin or gate remaining after all the uncertainties of concern are accounted for. The differences in the methods come mainly in the definition of $U$. In the process control literature from decades past, $U$ is often defined in six-sigma terms, that is, $U$ is a certain size derived from statistics and process control data (Montgomery, 1985). This has been coined and used as the Capability Process Ratio, Lower [CPL] in work at Ford Motor Company (FoMoCo) (Kane, 1986) and others. As we entered the era of Margins and Uncertainties for the Stockpile, LLNL began to explore and use an open-ended, linear sum $M/U$ as a Figure of Merit (FOM) at LLNL (Horrillo, 2001). At this time, the FOM $U$ did not contain the rigor of definition of the CPL=$M/U$ at a given statistical measure. Rather, $U$ was simply defined as total of uncertainties. This is similar to the concept of gates introduced at Los Alamos during the same era as described in (Juzaitis and Sharp, 2001). The gate is defined as the region between the uncertainties, in other words as $M_{cf}$. We have described the dual-ended use of these methods in (Logan and Nitta, 2001) using Mesas, and insight into the relations between mesas and inverted mesas was provided by (Trujillo, 2001). One depiction of the relation between gates and Mesas is shown in Figure II-4. The width of the CF gate margin is taken to scale in some way similar to QMU’s FOM $M/U$. We can see how this gate margin relates to $M/U$ as follows. Using nomenclature similar to (Krauser, 2001) and in (Logan and Nitta, 2001) some relevant quantities are:

- **$DP$** = Design Point — typically the middle of the Capability
- **$OR_L$** = Operating Range, Lower half
- **$U_{CL}$** = Uncertainty in Capability, Lower (half of the Capability uncertainty)
- **$U_{RU}$** = Uncertainty in Requirement, Upper (half of the Capability uncertainty)
- **$M_{CF}$** = Margin, Confidence ie Capacity Factor method. Distance in between the uncertainties of the lower requirement line and the capability lower band.
- **$M_{1-tail}$** = Margin, 1-tail method, special case to compare CF to QMU to QRC. Distance in between the uncertainties of the top of $U_{RU}$ and the capability lower band.
- **$Z_{qrc}$** = $M/U_{ls, hs}$, after the Standard statistical $Z$, quantified uniquely and used in QRC.

These terms enable the definition of a Capability Factor or **Capacity Factor** [preference of these authors] or Confidence Factor (Krauser, 2001):

$$\begin{align*}
\text{CF} &= \frac{M_{CF}}{|M_{CF}| + U_{CL} \cdot OR_L} \\
&= \frac{M_{CF}}{Z_{qrc}}
\end{align*}$$

[5a]
CF takes on a range of acceptable values such that:

\[ 0 \leq CF \leq 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5b]}

When CF \to 0, we have in effect a zero \( M_{CF} \), although the mid-point \( M_{mid} \) used by QMU/FOM and by QRC/QSV may still be large and positive. As CF \to 1, this says that \( M_{CF} \) is large compared to uncertainties and operational range. The parameter \( EI \) (Booker et al, 2001), developed from and credited to industrial process control literature from decades past, has a form identical to CF as shown below; but like QRC, the EI documentation has recognized that, like the well established process control technology (e.g. six-sigma), uncertainties must be expressed \textit{at confidence}.

How are the forms of \( EI \), CF and QMUs FOM=\( M/U \) (and the \( Z_{qrc}=M/U_{e,N}^* \) used in QRC) related?

After (Booker et al, 2001) and (Krauser, 2001) and for this example, we note that \( M_{CF}=M_{EI} \) and then let:

\[ \text{ORL} \to 0, \text{ then} \]
\[ M_{mid} = M_{CF} + U_{CL} + U_{RU} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5c]}
\[ M_{1\text{tail}} = M_{CF} + U_{CL} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5d]}

Then, for a 1-tailed analysis where \( U_{RU} = 0 \):

\[ \text{CF (} \sim EI \text{)} = 1 - \frac{U_{CL}}{M_{1\text{tail}}} = 1 - \frac{U_{CL}}{M_{mid}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5e]}

Equivalent ranges are now:

\[ 0 \leq EI \leq 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5f]}
\[ 0 \leq CF \leq 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5g]}
\[ 1 \leq \text{FOM} \leq \infty \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5h]}

This discussion holds true for a 1-tailed analysis where the Requirement is a line, i.e., the comparison is only direct when \( U_{ru}=0 \).

For a 2-tailed situation with nonzero \( U_{CL} \) and \( U_{RU} \), we must use

\[ \text{CF} = 1 - \frac{U_{CL}}{M_{1\text{tail}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{[5i]}
As the general quantity $M/U$ is defined with more rigor in our own business, just as described by FoMoCo for their use in the automotive industry (Kane, 1986), we recognize that the $\sigma$-sigma process control notion can be extended to an $\epsilon$-sigma notion. That is, we can expand our uncertainty at some notional $\epsilon$-sigma, e.g. $2\sigma$, $3\sigma$ to uncertainty at $\epsilon$-sigma, such that $M_{CF}\rightarrow 0$. These concepts, described in (Kane, 1986) and (Wood, 2000) and others are pulled together into QRC (Logan and Nitta, 2001) to lead to an RC Equivalent as we expand the tails of the uncertainties until the gate closes and meets. The $N^*$ that we use is in fact an Inferred or Fuzzy $N^*$, rather than e.g. a binomial go / no-go or Frequentist $N$. Our inferred $N^*$ may be viewed as a test-plus-analysis-plus-judgment extension of Hamada's Bayesian $N$ as described in TRB (Hamada, 2001) or Booker's Fuzzy Set $N^*$ (Booker et al, 2002). There is not a simple mathematical relation between the QMUBOM, the CF, and the $Z_{qrc}=M/U|_{\epsilon,N^*}$ used in QRC. In the case where $URU=0$, the $Z_{qrc}=M/U|_{\epsilon,N^*}$ can be shown to be equal, assuming some level of $\epsilon\sigma$, to QMUBOM's FOM. In the general case, due to the mathematical treatment of uncertainties in QRC versus the more ad-hoc treatment in QMUBOM and CF, there is not so simple an equation for the relationship. We stress that these relations should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.
Although Figure II-4 is a more thorough depiction of the relations between the various groups in quantifying margin $M$, uncertainty $U$, and other quantities, we prefer Figure II-3 for its *relative* simplicity. Figure II-3 of course also graphically depicts the use of QMU’s FOM on 6 June 01, the use of CF on 4 June 02, and the process used in QRC, with reference to its definition of uncertainty $U$ (Logan, 2001b). We can use $Z_{qrc}$ as depicted in Figure II-3 to obtain, using Bayesian Relevance Factor (BRF) and other methods, values for $C$ and $R$ entered into The Matrix, (Logan and Nitta, 2001), in the nuclear package for its logistic and operational environments. These values of $C$ and $R$ equivalents are our products — a way to numerically roll up the state of a system at the system level. Targets of opportunity for stewardship are then where $R$, $C$, $Z_{qrc}$, are lower than we would like, which may mean that $U$ is higher than we would like. The phrase what we would like is another layer in our decision process that has begun to evolve and will continue to do so, with a measured evolution each year. This additional layer enables us to use Value Engineering to prioritize and Earned Value to evaluate (in Part III) our activities, and we have called this methodology part of our QSV (Quantitative Stockpile Value) method since circa 1997 and documented the process recently (Logan and Nitta, 2000). It is a circle that closes — we note the development of similar methods at Sandia (Trucano et al, 2001).

### 2.2.3 Features of QRC: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

We will now give a point by point narrative on the features of QRC, our preferred method for linking V&V and Uncertainty to Reliability and Confidence and ultimately value and investment measures. Table 11-1 is a tabular summary of these points.

**GOOD:** Shows how to link Margin $M$ and Uncertainty $U$, as the physicists may like to think, directly to Reliability $R$ at Confidence $C$ as engineers are more accustomed to.

**GOOD:** The $Z_{qrc}=M/U_{lo,N}^*$ term in QRC with a mid-point $M$ is a good start as long as physical feel for the quantities we are used to is not lost; $M/U$ has been used for decades as Signal-To-Noise and Process Control CPL as noted above. Since $U$ at $C$ is a direct output of our preferred validation statement, the $Z_{qrc}=M/U_{lo,N}^*$ term in QRC, as opposed to some other methods, enables closure; it is not open-ended.

**GOOD:** Most of the components of QRC are not really new. QRC certainly builds, in our business, on the works of (Wood, 2000), (Hamada, 2001) and others, just as it builds on the standard statistical definition of $Z$. We believe what is new about QRC is that it enables complete and quantified (in reliability, dollars, or both) linkage from V&V and UQ, through QRC, into QSV and Value Engineered Investment Strategy.

**GOOD:** The QRC/QSV method is as simple as connecting $M$ and $U$ to $R$ at $C$ can be — but not simpler.
BAD: While QRC is as simple as possible, it is not simpler. That means it is still complicated.

UGLY: The current usage and demonstrations of QRC into QSV have assumed Gaussian PDFs and independence of the various U terms. We apologize for perhaps premature numbers in that sense — and apologize to pioneers in this field (Pao et al, 2000), (Wood, 2000), (Adams et al, 1999) for using Gaussians, but we have nothing better to use thus far. Although binned as an UGLY, this is perhaps more of a GOOD because the challenge of a quest for better PDFs can now become a quantified mission for the relation between science, computations, and Value Engineering.

GOOD: In QRC/QSV, we attempt to realize and state and document our assumptions and form the method QRC+QSV so that it will accommodate this information [e.g. PDFs] as stewardship makes it available.

GOOD: The form M/U could be made proportional to the M we are used to seeing, if we defined a universal standard U for a given MC or STS event. Such a standard U was used for some of the BCR examples in (Logan and Nitta, 2000) regarding program planning priority quantifications.

GOOD: QRC does in fact address the definition of U as U|N*, or U at Confidence C.

GOOD: QRC does define Confidence C quantitatively, but with a simple analogy of our Inferred, Fuzzy N* to the frequentist N of coin-flipping.

UGLY: This quantified definition of U at C, if actually used, will negate the proportional relation between Mmid and Z_qrc=Mmid/U_qrc.

UGLY: For hard-core nuclear test advocates, we are going to be hard pressed in the CTBT era to find a large and defensible N*. We cannot think in terms of reliability and confidence as obtained in a binomial coin flipping exercise.

GOOD: QRC/QSV enables the concept first presented by EI (Booker et al 2001) of a time-domain Investment Strategy; we can quantify the brilliantly clear EI Stoplight in Time with the simple QRC/QSV investment strategy equation:

\[
\Delta QSV = QSV_0 \int P_V[t] \Delta[t] \{ \Pi_{i=1,MC/STS} (RC^*)_i \} \ dt \tag{1}
\]

This equation, optionally using Present Value PV as we recommend, enables direct and quantified Benefit/Cost tradeoffs and timing decisions (Logan and Nitta, 2000). Note the term, \{ \Pi_{i=1,MC/STS} (RC^*)_i \}, which in fact represents the RC Rollup of The Matrix (Logan and Nitta, 2001). Note that if there is only one system environment, then either the signal-to-noise like M/U, or R at C can be used to represent its status. However, if several environmental events must succeed...
in series (often the case), R at C (or QRC) does enable a Rollup of these events; M/U in any form, does not to our knowledge allow such a Rollup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>QRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Series of reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Gaussian or Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Simple as Possible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still Complex</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCI, Uru</td>
<td>Independent but not limited to that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link from M/U to R/C</td>
<td>Clear and Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Use of Math, Statistics</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use over Time Demonstrated</td>
<td>Yes, Integral of QSV^QRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of U includes C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantified Definition for C</td>
<td>Yes, Frequentist and Inferred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be made proportional to M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct term in Investment Strategy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogy in Engineering Literature</td>
<td>Yes, but QRC fold into QSV is new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible with Sandia &quot;R&quot; Methods</td>
<td>Yes, but needs &quot;Fuzzy N&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II-1. Tabular features of QRC. EI has conceptualized integral over time:

\[ EI(t) = EI(M_{EI}(t), U|N_o(t)), \]

as formalized in QRC as the term \( \Delta(t)\{\Pi_{i=1,MCISTS} (RC^*) \} \). EI provides a quantitative early warning that links directly to the QRC analysis.
2.3 Example comparison of V&V methods with and without closure

The following example will illustrate in a quantitative way the limits of QMU and CF as defined in dealing with quantitative levels of comfort, conservatism, and confidence — and the ease with which complete methods like QRC lead to unique values for assessed reliability at confidence, and therefore enable an Investment Strategy closure in the same instances.

It will be helpful to refer to Figure II-3 containing the QMU, CF, and QRC method diagrams.

If Ucl and Unu are fixed in the following examples, then the values of QMU/FOM, CF, and Zqrc are unique.

If the "U" are really "total U" as both the QMU and CF methods assert, then all that we need is Zqrc≥1 or FOM≥1 or CF≥0, and then perfect reliability and confidence are assured or at least alleged. However, we have seen instances where FOM=Bqmu>>1 or CF>>0 is demanded for extra comfort. We have seen no objective criteria for quantified benefit to FOM>1 or CF>0; hence our use of extra comfort for this unquantified [albeit intuitively true] benefit. Like the VER and VAL Meter Readings, desires for FOM>1 and CF>0 are vague unless quantitatively linked to a measure like QRC. In QRC, the Margin M and Uncertainty U are expressed as standard variables at statistical confidence — albeit at small sample size — but we can avoid vague terms like Excess Comfort. For example, we can examine how much 'Excess Comfort' is in each example value:

FOM= M/U =Bqmu=2
or
CF=.33

We will for this example comparison define Excess Comfort as multiples of M/U, and we will see that this is meaningful only in a qualitative intuitive sense. We will then define our Excess Comfort in terms of risk avoidance quantities.

Let's examine 2 cases:

1. Assume Unu=0
   [this may be effectively true if Ucl and Unu are totally dependent.....]
   Then FOM=Bqmu=2 shows Zqrc=2, Excess Comfort = 2.0x
   CF=.33 shows Zqrc=1.493, Excess Comfort =1.493x

2. With Unu=20
   If Uru=20 as stated in the 6 Jun 01 FOM/QMU example, then:
   FOM=Bqmu=2 shows Zqrc=2.683, Excess Comfort =2.683x
   CF=.33 shows Zqrc=1.562, Excess Comfort =1.562x

Either way this is just an arbitrary amount of Excess Comfort. To get some insight into the meaning of this Excess Comfort, let us compare it to more common risk assessment
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 terminology. Let us use a conversion to QRC, then NeLoFaRA. (Negative Log Fail Rate
Assessment - a common practice in industry and even with some of our partners e.g. (Trucano et
al, 2001)). We will abbreviate NeLoFaRA as LFR for short, but remember that it really is the
negative of LFR, and that this is an assessed failure rate, based on assumptions about the
uncertainties and the PDFs, with an inferred and Fuzzy N*. Although we wish we were coin
flipping many thousands of coins here, we unfortunately do not have that luxury.

The "A for Assessed" in NeLoFaRA should be key to easing our minds and to convey the correct
message. QRC is a quantitative method with closure - and like standard Risk Assessment
methods it enables a direct link into Value (QSV) for systems either in existence or those being
contemplated for the future. However:

It is only a computed LFR, from a computed QRC. We do not have enough information to
compile or even approach a Frequentist QRC either at the component or system level. This QRC
- Reliability at Confidence - is inferred from weighted relevant values and those weights are based on Subject Matter Expert judgment.

We assume Gaussian PDFs for now; and we remember the challenging quote (Pao, 2001) "so,
how will you get the PDF??" The QRC method can accommodate non-Gaussian PDFs if we ever
get one that is quantified, even if it is quantified using Bayesian Likelihood (Booker et al, 2002).

Repeating the examples of Excess Comfort above but expressing them as an "Excess
NeLoFaRA": (We will assume that when the QMU and CF research groups said 'Total U', they
may have meant a more traditional '2σ U' - so the LFR values below are based on 2-sigma
Gaussian; to further simplify we consider N* approaching infinity):

Assuming U = 0 [extreme of the unspecified treatment of U in CF]:
As a base case, Z_qc = 1 gives QRC@2σ=.98, Failure Rate FR=.02, LFR=1.6
FOM=B_qmu=2 gives QRC@2σ=.999968, FR=.000032, LFR=4.5, so the Excess LFR=2.9 orders
of magnitude [nearly 800x] improvement LFR vs. base case.

CF=.33 gives QRC@2σ=.9986, FR=.0014, LFR=2.8 so the Excess LFR=1.2 orders of magnitude
[about 16x] improvement, LFR vs. base case.

Assuming U = 20 [analogy to LLNL 6 June 01 FOM/QMU], then:
As a base case, Z_qc = 1 again gives QRC@2σ=.98, FR=.02, LFR=1.6.
FOM=B_qmu=2 gives QRC@2σ=1.000000, FR=.000009 and LFR>7.4 so the Excess LFR is
nearly 6 orders of magnitude comfort [about 1 million x]. Any B_qmu>1.75 gives LFR>6 orders
of magnitude from failure - about the maximum we ever consider as a system value.

CF=.33 gives QRC@2σ=.9991, FR=.0009, LFR=3.0, so Excess LFR=1.8 orders of magnitude
[about 63x] improvement in LFR vs. base case.
TO SUMMARIZE, relative to a classical \( U_{[2]} \) QRC-style analysis:

- QMU/FOM=2 in this example was conservative by 800 to \( 10^{12} \) times (3 to 13 digits) in LFR.
- CF=.33 in this example was conservative by 16 to 63 times in LFR (1.2 to 1.8 digits in LFR).
- The choice of QMU's FOM>2 led to extremely conservative LFR's, and the amount of conservatism is strongly dependent on requirement uncertainty \( U_{ru} \).
- The choice of CF>.33 led to less conservatism in LFR, BUT:
- In either case, we didn't have any real world feel for the amount of conservatism until we did the QRC analysis. We suggest going directly to a QRC analysis to begin with.

The "padding" in the chosen "desired" FOM>2 and CF>.33 values show that an arbitrary level of excess comfort results during an adequacy assessment using only M and U terms. The only method we see to develop a physical feel for the excess comfort — and to proceed further — is by moving directly to Quantified Reliability at Confidence measures.

Even though QRC enables us to avoid such hunting or fishing due to its direct connection between V&V, UQ, margin, and R at C, we must first establish the gambit of component, environment, and system conditions under which we want to evaluate these quantities; and find a simple [graphical or tabular] way to express these terms and then roll them up to enable us to fold them into QSV, our value engineered investment strategy method.

Figures II-5 and II-6 graphically illustrate some of the advantages of moving directly from Margin M and Uncertainty U into Reliability (at Confidence) as in QRC. Certainly, if we are fortunate enough to have a six sigma assessable reliability, or even 3 or 4 sigma — we might then desire a way to express this excess comfort. The Engineering Index (EI) as proposed by Los Alamos (Booker et al, 2001) does this, and extends QRC into the range where \( R \approx 1 \). Translating \( R \) into Log Fail Rate, or NeLoFaRa as denoted above and shown in Figure II-6, also conveys information with a physical feel as \( R \) approaches O-N-E.

Use of either EI in Figure II-5 or Log Fail Rate Assessment (~LFR) in Figure II-6 can also give us an early warning system in time. Recall equation [1]:

\[
\Delta QSV = QSV_0 \int_0^t P_{F}[t] \Delta[t] \{\Pi_{i=1,MCSTS} (RC^*)_i \} dt \tag{1}
\]

However, watching QSV (Value) deteriorate over time will do us little good; we need an early warning system so we know when a negative \( \Delta QSV \) is approaching — with time to plan and do something about it. Since \( R \) is changing very little if any during this early warning period, we can make use of a change indicator — process control indicator like EI, or even LFR in Figure II-6, to enable us to plan in advance with an indicator that will more clearly show us when time is running out.
Figure II-5. Relation as used in QRC for Normal PDFs: Reliability $R$ from $Z_{qrc}=M/U|_{N^*,\sigma}$. As $R$ approaches 1, changes lose their meaning — a control parameter such as Los Alamos EI [shown here with a 1-tail $U|_{1\sigma}$] can take over.

Figure II-6. Either QMU's $FOM=M/U$, or QRC's $Z_{qrc}=M/U|_{N^*,\sigma}$ — can express Excess Comfort. But, Log Fail Rate is very close in magnitude — and carries a well-known physical meaning.
2.4 Example of Process to a Quantitative Validation Statement

The preceding text and figures have laid the framework to take us through a Quantitative Reliability at Confidence (QRC) analysis. We now provide an example of the use of available data and model analysis results to generate the numbers necessary to make a Quantitative Validation Statement as expressed in our DEFINITIONS subsection of Part I. An example of internal combustion engine power output as a function of exhaust restriction is not exactly our every day mission in nuclear stockpile stewardship, but since the data is handy and the application is unclassified, a quick analysis of such data will show how we run through the methodology. Consider Figure II-7. Our desire is to take some available data regarding power output versus exhaust restriction (translate, noise reduction), and then find the exhaust restriction Margin; that is, the amount of exhaust flow restriction we can tolerate and still produce the desired power output, say 300 or the value on the plot's x-axis.

![Figure II-7. Available data, taken under mixed conditions of environment and build, for power output as a function of exhaust restriction. Without a model, all we have is scatter.](image)

2.4.1 Model Fit and Uncertainty

But, our available data just looks like a pattern full of scatter. This is because, as is most complex systems, power output is a function of many things — in this case not just exhaust restriction, but many other factors that were varied from test-to-test. This is not ideal in trying to isolate the effect of exhaust restriction, but it may be all the data we have. We are lucky to have as many as N=29 data points; this relatively large N will help reduce our epistemic uncertainty error \( E_I \). Our goal is to use a suitable model to tell us what the power output would have been, under standard conditions with a standard production build, with exhaust restriction then being
the only variable remaining. Suffice it to say that there is such a model; in this case a closed form model, hence free of weak form, approximation, and spatial-temporal discretization errors, so we could claim $E_3=E_4=0$, but with many potential model errors or physics errors that we would lump into the $E_2$ term. In addition, this particular model provides a smooth fit (Figure II-8) on normalizing all $N=29$ data points, but it uses $K=6$ degrees of freedom in the model fit. These are mostly physically based degrees of freedom; that is, with enough component level test data we could get down to say $K=1$; nonetheless, since all we have is system level power output, we can only guess what values these component-level model input numbers would have been or might have been, and use them as degrees of freedom to fit out system level model of power output.

![Figure II-8. Model fit normalization of Available data, to standard conditions. Model fit is quite smooth, but we must examine what this means.](image)

Nonetheless, with $N=29$ and model degrees of freedom $K=6$, our closed-form model does quite well in providing a smooth curve of output versus restriction. But, is this just a smooth model that looks like it captures the physics well, or is it actually a good model? How do we tell? Some method for UQ, Uncertainty Quantification, must be used to tell us how well our model really did capture the data as measured, else we would have no confidence in using this model to provide a curve for standard condition performance. Figure II-9 provides such a comparison. By showing the difference between the actual mixed condition data available and our model fit to that data, we can establish model error (including bias error as the reader may notice) in our model. We can then, bearing in mind our data set $N=29$ and degrees of freedom $K=6$, establish confidence bounds (in this case $2\sigma$) on our model. As we might expect, the confidence bound estimates are broad, in part due to our epistemic uncertainty $E_1$, and they become more broad as we get more distant from where the actual measurements are clustered.
Figure II-9. Model vs. data error ($E_2$), with estimates of confidence bounds and model bias. Dashed lines are straight-line fits at low and high confidence slope; solid outer lines are confidence bounds [at chosen $\sigma$-level] on the model fit.

We now have to translate these confidence bounds back to our perfect fit model from Figure II-8. When we do this, Figure II-10 results; this is the model, with model uncertainty error estimates ($E_2$) at specified confidence levels, for a moderately small (albeit still frequentist) data set.

Figure II-10. Model for output versus restriction, with estimates of confidence bounds.
Of course, we can add to Figure II-10 all of our available data. At the risk of being redundant, we point out, as shown in Figure II-11, that even though there was a lot (N=29 points) of available data, it will not line up with our curve for standard condition output vs. restriction. It just means that our model was built from a lot of data (N=29 points). Our confidence in the model is expressed by the green bounding lines. The fact that the raw available data does not fit our smooth standard condition line is in fact an indication that we are extrapolating something — not restriction, but some other parameter affecting output at a given restriction — to get to standard conditions. Or, it may be that one of our raw data points happens to lie right on the standard condition model line; this may mean we did not extrapolate at all, or it may mean that we used our model to extrapolate two non-standard conditions and ended up back on the curve, so it looks like we did not extrapolate at all. Such a plot of standard condition model curves overlaid with raw mixed condition data can be very informative, but misleading if taken casually.

![Figure II-11. Model prediction of output vs. restriction at standard conditions, and the mixed-condition raw data from which the model was built.](image)

The methodology and numerics are a minimum desired set for our quantified performance era of stockpile stewardship; this type of analysis should be shown as justification for our claims of high confidence, etc., versus statements like the model is very smooth and behaves as physically expected, and our [sketched in] uncertainty estimate roughly bounds the data. Of course, we do not always have N=29 data points in our mission. Lower N can be offset by using lower K model degrees of freedom, by accepting higher epistemic uncertainty bounds E₁, or by using Inference methods to effectively increase our N*.
As a final step in preparation for a minimal fidelity QRC analysis, we sketch some quantities of interest on our model for output to capture a measure of Margin and Uncertainty, M/U. In this process, we show Figure II-12; on referring back to Figure II-3, we see the similarity in the quantities mid-point M (that is, power capability $P_c$ minus power required $P_r$), and the relevant model uncertainties ($E_1$ and $E_2$), lower on capability $U_{cl}$ and upper on requirement $U_{ru}$; we assume $U_{ru}=0$ in this example (See Eqns. [3] and [5]). Now, if there is no further uncertainty, ie aleatoric uncertainty error $E_1=0$ and approximation / discretization / solution uncertainty errors $E_2=E_4=0$ (a good approximation in this closed-form case). Then our reliability $R$ is the number of Confidence-corrected sigmas defined by this specific M/U.

Figure II-12. Final steps on our model fit plot, illustrating the evolution toward a QRC input value.
the overall system uncertainty of interest \( U_{CI} \). The calibration and VAL_{mv} [to its credit, a fit to 29 data points] may well be the one that is the best fit to all the relevant data. In that sense, we have built the maximum likelihood model. We have quantified our uncertainties, margins, and can extend into QRC, but we did not discuss any instances of agreement [or prediction] of the next data point — or of extrapolation beyond the Validated — we should say here the Calibrated regime. We can get some hint of what we would be up against by examining the sensitivities our model predicts to all the inputs into the power output model that might have uncertainties tied to them; and the bounds of those uncertainties. This issue of examining sensitivities — whether or not they are used as degrees of freedom in model matching — is an essential part of calibration or validation for that matter. Figure II-13 is from another industrial realm, that of sheet metal stamping — and yet it shows as clearly as would any other complex system problem how sensitivities, some strong, some weak, may influence the predictions of our model or the results in reality. Figure II-13 is an example from (Logan and Maker, 1997). The study involves a metal forming and stretching test where a flat sheet of metal is stretched to some height \( H^* \). The origins of the test can be found in (Keeler, 1968) and (Hecker, 1974). In this design study, we would use \( H^* \) as a Margin measure, and explore sensitivity to material and process parameters. Clearly \( F \) and \( B \) would be first candidates for follow-on physical validation testing. For this discussion, the definitions of \( F \) and \( B \) are not important. What matters is that the Margin measure \( H^* \) is far more sensitive to \( F \) and \( B \) than any other sensitivity in the table. Therefore, we would likely focus our test investment for sensitivity first on \( F \) and \( B \). A model based sensitivity table or pictorial of this type should be generated before significant funds are spent on validation component or system tests. In fact, this same type of information should precede similar magnitude expenditures on the code development side. If we can't show that the lack of a code feature or model would make a difference, we cannot justify spending large amounts of funding be implementing the model. Of course, the issues raised in Figure II-13 lead toward our discussion of capacity issues, resource balancing, and prioritization, that is, to Part III of this work. There is a balance between effort spent on the 10-fold to 100-fold computational effort for complex models in order to find and quantify model sensitivities (with perhaps some crude code features to represent them), and the effort spent coding those physics properly if justified. These code and model efforts must also balance against effort in performing the physical validation testing to see if our model predictions of large sensitivity actually come true, and what range the sensitivity variables may take in production and in real world scenarios. (See the VAL_{suv} criterion in Part I's 10-Point Summary; we have to examine the ranges of

\[
U_{CI} = \text{RSS}(S_{Clj}U_{Pj})
\]  

[3f]

to go beyond our maximum likelihood fit and look at the bounds of less likely fits.)

2.4.2 Confidence Bounds on Predictive Extrapolations

We can only quantitatively assess our predictive confidence if we have quantified our validation statements. Even so, with model based estimates for uncertainties as in Eqn. [3f], we face another challenge as depicted in the V&V d Region Cloud illustrated notionally in Figure I-9. That is,
we may have a good $\text{VAL}_{mlv}$ fit to the integral system level data set. And we have trusted our model $s$ values for sensitivities $S_{Cij}$. But, as can be seen on the right hand side of the Cloud depiction in Figure I-9, we will face cases of extrapolation outside the V&V $d$ region where our model $\text{VAL}_{mlv}$ fit is good, but where in local areas we doubt our model inferred value for a given sensitivity $S_{Cij}$. Ideally, we would have (or obtain) component level validation data to validate (with quantified uncertainties) not just the integral fits as in Figs. II-7 to II-12, but to validate the $S_{Cij}$. In fact, some of this information is embedded in the integral data itself; that is, quantified trajectory estimates of any $S_{Cij}$ and bias error due to model $S_{Cij}$ vs. test-inferred $S_{Cij}$ can be obtained by inverse analysis of the integral data or the integral model results. If the $S_{Cij}$ are nonlinear, these local sensitivity trajectory estimates will be neither universally accurate nor unique. However, since our $\text{VAL}_{mlv}$ model contends to match the same integral data points (and hence the same trajectory sensitivities), we can perform a quantitative validation on these model trajectory $S_{Cij}$s in the integral sense by comparing integral data to integral model results. This can lead to quantitative validation statements for the model sensitivities $S_{Cij}$ of the form:

\[
\text{We are } \_\_\% \text{ confident that the model estimated prediction sensitivity } S_{Cij} \text{ is equal to the observed } S_{Cij} + \_\_\% \text{ or } \_\_\%
\]

Whether the system and quantity of interest at hand is the power production from internal combustion, the forming ability of metal sheet, or the performance of strategic nuclear systems, it is important first of all to do two essential steps: First, we must break the system into components, functions, and environments. Then, we must determine (eventually in priority order) which quantities of interest we want to calibrate — and then validate. Only then can we carry through extensions of the simple example process outlined here. It is only possible to validate (and hence enter into a QRC analysis) the specific combination of a code, model, user, platform, system conditions, and quantities of interest. It is, in a word, impossible to validate a code per se, and nearly equally impossible to fully validate a model — specifics are needed. We can draw some inferences about other conditions, quantities, etc — but then again our process already involves more inferences than we would like.
Figure II-13. Sensitivity study of maximum metal forming height $H^*$ to process and material variables, e.g. $R$, $a$, $n$, $m$, $F$, $B$ (Logan and Maker, 1997). Comprehensive sensitivity studies, of the sort not considered in the simple UQ / QRC example of Figure II-7 to II-12, can increase 10-100 fold the capacity needs in the ASCI model realm.

### 2.5 The QRC Matrix: A first step toward prioritization

Before moving to Part III, it is instructive to ponder at high level the scope of the problem we face in deployment of the QRC method across all our systems and environments. Figure II-14 is an example of a notional first-level breakdown of the component and environment level RC* values that must be assessed (meaning validation, UQ, margin assessment, frequentist or inferred $N^*$ and confidence bound estimates, and QRC values) across the system environments for our weapons systems should they be called upon to do their job.

The advantage of such a matrix is that it lets us begin to choose, by the shade of red in each cell, where to focus our effort. However, timing will be an issue as noted in Part IIIa below; certain cells that are green may be turning yellow at a more rapid pace. And, the Benefit/Cost of our effort on those Red or Orange cells must be measured. In Part IIIb we will provide a method to quantitatively answer questions like what if we turn a cell from yellow to green; what is the value of doing so? And of course: what is the cost of doing so? We will measure both value (risk avoidance, consequence) and cost in dollars.
Figure II-14. The Matrix of system environments and values for M, Validation level, U at C and N*, Z_qrc, and ultimately R and C from Z_qrc. A similar diagram exists for physics performance. Priority is to work the red cells first, then orange, etc.: But to work on the low-hanging fruit first, i.e. where Benefit/Cost Ratio is highest as computed in Part III.

We refer to Figure II-14 as The Matrix of System Environments for components: it is very easy to imagine being lost or disoriented in The Matrix. The Matrix for System Environments is a chart we generate with the following procedure. Notionally, it is simple. In reality, a credible matrix is a multi-year challenge for ASCI and stewardship as a whole, as it is for any assemblage of single or multiple complex systems (weapon systems in this instance). The Matrix as shown contains a series of 6 rows (4 shown) for each system under consideration. Across the rows, each column represents an environment to be considered as a requirement. Validated analyses provide a margin M for survival or margin to design standards. Validation level for that analysis is entered from the VAL Meter, e.g. V=0 to V=10. The uncertainty in that M is expressed as U; U~2/V if no more rigorous estimate is known. We certainly do not recommend estimating U~2/V from a VAL meter reading V=0 to V=10 when that estimate of V is simply a judgment call anyway! However, for a screening study it is a good place to start; it provokes improvement. We certainly must go beyond U~2/V, because we have already stressed that U only has meaning if stated at a confidence C. Our QMU-CF-QRC Excess Comfort example above showed the pitfalls of not expressing U at C. The 4th row, the one with the stoplight colors,
is $Z_{qrc}=M/U|_{C}$, color coded in stoplight form. The Matrix allows us to focus on particular areas where our analysis shows behavior at or below some critical design criteria. In the layout shown here red does not mean Failure - it is simply a way to denote that we have passed below a design criterion so more attention is justified. The concept of The Matrix row and column meanings and stoplight colors was first introduced for the STS in (Nitta and Logan, 2000). The importance of tracking changes with time in this respect was noted there as well. The 5th and 6th rows, not shown, represent the quantified estimates of Reliability $R$ at Confidence $C$, obtained from the V&V / UQ information that is shown. It is this $R$ at $C$ (the QRC method) that enables the RC Rollup that we must do to Figure II-14, as depicted in the overall QRC/QSV flow chart of Figure II-1. Such an RC Rollup is not unlike the reliability approach taken for the non-nuclear system components of our weapons systems (SAND, 1993); except that here the RC Rollup and the methods leading to it by no means resemble a frequentist approach.

We use QRC's $Z=M/U|_{X_{i},N}$ as depicted in Figure II-3 to obtain, using Frequentist, Bayesian Relevance Factor (BRF), or other methods, values for $C$ and $R$ entered into The Matrix in the nuclear package for STS environments. These values of $C$ and $R$ equivalents are products — a way to numerically roll up the state of the stockpile. Targets of opportunity for stewardship are then where the particular environment $R_i$, $C_i$, $Z_i$, are lower than we would like, which may mean that our assessed uncertainty $U_i$ is higher than what we would like. The phrase what we would like is another layer in our decision process, that of adequacy assessment, resources, and investment strategy, the topics of Part III of this work. The use of V&V, UQ, QRC, and QSV (Part III of this work) together is what enables such a decision method with numerical closure; with many caveats to be sure, but with demonstrable closure. This additional layer — of how good is good enough enables us to get to the value of our activities. We have called this methodology part of our QSV (Quantitative Stockpile Value) method since circa 1997. It is, like the CRUMBS algorithm and QRC leading to the RC Rollup, a circle that closes — we note the development of similar methods at Sandia (Trucano et al, 2001). Others at Los Alamos have independently developed a similar way of thinking, with notable progress on expressing these quantities over the time domain from the EI group (Booker et al. 2001).

For the RC Rollup, many of the entries in Figure II-14 are multiplied in series, some in parallel. Some notionally represent safety factor to yield values — others leak before break type logic — but all things considered, we note first that the scope — especially cross-system — is quite large. As the time from our legacy evaluations increases, we must quantify the entries in this matrix with new tools. Then, we must optimize the balance of green — that is, where to put our computational and experimental effort to maximize our overall return on investment which is directly proportional to the Rollup of $RC^*$.

It is this RC Rollup that is used directly in our expression of value or change in value, which is described in Part III, the next part of this work. The most compact form we have found to express this value is:

$$\Delta QSV = QSV_0 \int_t \text{PV}_t \Delta \left[ \prod_{t=1,MC,STS (RC^*),i} (R^*)_i \right] \, dt$$

[1]
This equation, optionally using Present Value PV as we recommend, enables direct and quantified Benefit/Cost tradeoffs and timing decisions (Logan and Nitta, 2000). Note the term, \( \Pi_{i=1,MC/STS} (RC^*)_i \), which in fact represents the RC Rollup that we just described above.

\[ \text{2.6 V&V to QRC: Relation to Risk=Likelihood*Consequence} \]

Figure II-16 adds some quantification to our relation of V&V-QRC-Investment Strategy to the Risk=Likelihood*Consequence diagram. Part I gave us a qualitative (meter reading) feel for V&V and hence inverse of risk likelihood. In Part II, we have outlined ways to test the validation status of our model (and relevant data) to quantify our uncertainty (U) at confidence [C] while calculating a given system or component margin (M). In Part III, we will add more terms to enable our entire quantitative method to be related to this Risk=Likelihood*Consequence diagram.

![Risk=Likelihood*Consequence Matrix](image)

**Figure II-16. Risk=Likelihood*Consequence Matrix, with relevance to Part II: From V&V to QRC.**
3 PART III: Deployment, Resources, Value Engineering, and Investment Strategy

Better has become the enemy of Good Enough
- Anon, 17 May 1999

Figure III-1. Flow Diagram for Part III: The RC Rollup terms from Part II are used with time (t) at Present Value (PV) and cost inputs to develop a Quantitative Systems Value tradeoff equation ΔQSV. QSV is made up of QSP (P=Performance), QSD (D=Diversity), and QSS (S=Safety). The Benefit / Cost Ratio (BCR) is much like a Value Return On Investment ROI.

Part III offers a quantitative investment strategy that uses the V&V d products of Part I (Models with Uncertainty at Confidence) to determine factors of safety, or Margins as we refer to them, and use these in the QRC method of Part II. These terms fold into our QSV, Quantitative Systems Value (or Quantitative Stockpile Value for our application) equation:

$$\Delta QSV = QSV_0 \int_P PV[t] \Delta[t] \{\Pi_{i=1,MC/STS} (RC^*) \} dt$$

This equation enables quantitative investment strategy inputs for timing and resource allocation tradeoffs. A qualitative example of the resource allocation struggle is given in Part IIIa, regarding ASCI compute platform needs for projected fulfillment of all the work we have thrust upon ourselves in Part I and Part II. The investment strategy we can use to justify the resources and timing for these platforms is given in Part IIIb.
3.1 Part IIIa: Priority and Timing: Deployment and Resources

Part IIIa shows the resource struggle we face in attempting to deploy the ability to develop and verify our ASCI codes, validate the models, and use these models to fill in The Matrix of Part II (Figure II-14), enabling the Quantitative Reliability at Confidence Rollup. Part IIIb shows us how the use of that QRC method couples into an Investment Strategy that can help us quantify tough choices of priority and timing.

A veritable mountain of work has been described in Part I and Part II. In any complex system business endeavor, the V&V, UQ, and QRC described above are of value for design, timeliness, and cost-effectiveness. For our unique task of stewardship of the enduring nuclear stockpile in an era with no nuclear testing and minimal designing and production activity, the task is also great. We face a further risk of our own kind of bathtub effect, as depicted in Figure III-2. The bathtub typically depicts both growing pains and aging to end of life of a production run of a complex system. Such a plot of potential defects, or investigations thereof, typically takes a bathtub shape; the development and production of a system has numerous growing pains early on, then a stable, low-trouble life, then indications of deterioration near its end of useful life. Even though our nuclear stockpile is enduring quite well and falls in the flat and stable bottom of the bathtub, we must demand not only that our stockpile be doing well, but that we have the people, codes, code platforms, models, and test validation capability to assess quantitatively its high state of wellness. The methods of rigorous V&V, UQ, and QRC are evidence of such an assessment; they demand not only product performance but performance of people and tools to assess and document that continued assured product performance. This leads us into a discussion of the continual balance of demands of resources and priorities — and of the use of perhaps the VER and VAL meters, not just to quantify increasing Meter readings, but perhaps decreasing meter readings — an indicator in a given area of a decline, not in the actual state of the stockpile, but in our state of quality or quantity of tools or even people expertise to do a quantitative assessment. If, as we were to show each of our analysis-based assessments, a small pair of VER and VAL meters were placed in the corner of the slide showing the analysis results, the viewer would have at least a judgment based feeling for not just the level of margin or uncertainty of the component undergoing the finite element analysis, but of the state of that analysis — the model, the analyst, the code, the platforms, the tools, the ability for validation testing. Such a meter might well be lower several years hence, should e.g. an individual retire, or a test capability be lost, etc; even though code capability per se might be stable or increasing. Such use of the V&V Meters might well help us to express the people and capability bathtub that is just as real as the actual product performance lifetime bathtub. In concept, Science Based Stockpile Stewardship, in achieving its Earned Value Milestones [perhaps quantified with statistical validation statements] will continually show the quantitative assessment of our ability to push back the far end of the bathtub and help us live in the CTBT era and maintain a credible assessment of our stockpile.
Figure III-2. Bathtub, for product performance over a lifetime, or for people / tools combined ability to assess that performance. The latter can be depicted by V&V Meter readings that might well fall as well as rise over time, or more exactly by color and value of the QRC components in the matrices like Figure II-14.

It is true that such a highly abbreviated indicator of V&V fidelity like a single pair of Meter readings can be misleading; and yet we would contend, having attended many fast-paced decision level meetings, that a quantitative V&V indicator is better than no indicator at all. The preceding text and referenced works tell a well-known story of many of the pitfalls that have always accompanied finite element analysis, and nonlinear analysis in particular. And yet, there is not time to address practically with absolute quality all of the issues mentioned above. We recognize that the pace of programmatic business decisions required do not allow full presentation of the rigor discussed in Part I and Part II of this work and the related references by others in the field. We do however feel that as a minimum, some indicator of the pedigree of both the code (Verification) and the model (Validation) are appropriate to be shown on any such color slide used for decision-level purposes. As an extra measure, the level of review obtained on the analysis viewgraph package and accompanying document (corporate report, reviewed literature, etc.) might be indicated on the V&V Meters. Many times it will be adequate and most of the time it will be quite accurate for an individual analyst with their typical modesty to estimate their own V&V Meter readings. It is likely they will not be too far off if scrutinized by successive review groups. In most instances an individual veteran analyst's opinion of the Meter settings will be enough for this cursory but quantitative and communicative assessment of V&V status. One of the most thought-provoking means in reviewing and pondering the V&V Meter.
level of a given work is to document it in a coherent manner. It is not a new revelation to state that an attempt to create coherent words to describe one's work and conclusions will in itself illustrate the level of confidence in the work and its shortcomings. In Figure III-3, we use the V&V Meter readings to attempt to show graphically but quantitatively the difference between demonstration and certification model fidelity. The Meters (or simply their VER or VAL readings — or more ideally the measure of Uncertainty $U$ quantified as in Part II) can graphically illustrate a perception gap that may occur between the expectations of code development and use for product design, qualification, and certification. This perception gap, in our opinion, holds a higher risk to the system and decision process if a demonstration run has gratuitous resemblance to the real system. The result is that even though a code development capability demonstration is only [rightfully] demonstrating about $V=2$, the viewing audience, due to severe time constraints and brilliant color, may think they are seeing $V=6$ or even $V=8$!

**Figure III-3** Danger of perception disconnects when movies are made too soon on real systems versus demonstration and true verification of code and solution. The V&V Meters illustrate this gap, and show the role of the V&V process in bridging the gap.
On delivery and use, the design community will realize that much more time was needed for the level of VER and VAL they were anticipating from the realistic movie shown as the demonstration. But by that time, the planning process and timelines are already interdependent and difficult to remedy.

A robust V&V program should be intentionally set up so as to bridge, even overlap, the gap between code development delivery of a demonstration capability and designer/customer expectations of a model ready for certification quality analysis. It takes quantified, documented V&V to take code/model combinations from V=2 to V=8. In this manner, code development can be capability oriented, and V&V can show real system application with V&V level and quantification. Both entities can maximize credibility, efficiency, and integration.

3.1.1 Schedule and Timing: The Ladder Chart

How will we arrive at the day where each model and its results will not only exist but also have some measure of V&V Meter readings on the slide? The process we suggest is in the Ladder concept (Figure III-4) for linking the products from code development through V&V (with theory and validation tests) and then on to designer/customer use for conclusions regarding the actual systems in the product line.

Figure III-4. Ladder Integration can be used with QFD or other methods for timing. QFD can be used within the context of this work's Part II and Part IIIb methods (QRC/QSV). Code development demonstration is followed approximately 1-2 years later by a V&V Milestone statement of quantification. The 1-2 year time frame will vary depending on the level of risk, consequence, and uncertainty needed to fill the mission of the code/model product. This time is needed for validation testing, theory, code feedback, and uncertainty quantification to establish the levels of V&V.

The interval between code development Demonstration Milestones and corresponding V&V Milestones has been discussed in the ASCI forum for quite some time. A graphical representation of this, known as the Ladder Chart, was first shown formally by one of the authors [ckn] two years ago. It allows alignment and timing between code and material model development, V&V, and delivery of V&V d products to the design community. The Ladder Chart concept aligns the Up and Right plans (Ladder Rails) of these entities with Ladder Rungs connecting them. Along a Ladder Rung connecting code development and V&V, there are typically validation tests provided by component and even full system test partnerships; the Ladder Rung activity is essential for Validation in quantitative and predictive mode. Usually, a short time after one gains the basic concepts of the ladder chart, attention turns to the rail of delivery; the system design Directed Stockpile Work (DSW) Rail. This brings a cold realization of just how much focus is needed to align the integrated milestones to meet the goals of stewardship. There is a constant negotiation and prioritization, either implicitly in our minds or explicitly quantified, of what it takes to maximize our confidence in stockpile certification. Continued certification also requires an assessment of how a given stockpile system is doing or may continue to do as requirements change, components are replaced, and as aging sets in. The situation is so complex and of necessity balanced that there is of necessity an equal partnership between ASCI, the Experimental Campaigns, and Stockpile System (WXX) design assessments (or in general the analogous elements in any business plan ) that determines the most effective priority for maximizing the progress of ASCI and the Campaigns while also maximizing our efficiency in addressing the ever present and ever growing Watch List — the high demand yellow/orange/red cells derived from The Matrix of Figure II-14 - with maximum confidence. This Triad of Design Assessment, V&V, and the relevant theory and validation data campaigns leads to an expanded set which should encompass the entire business plan for research and development (R&D). This R&D set must of course be balanced with production and refurbishment investments and timelines — and of course ideally those timelines would be justified as a balance of quantified need (e.g. The Matrix of QRC and then value from QSV), and best use of available production plant capability and capacity. As these partnerships are expanded, they soon encompass, with the credibility of the simple V&V Meter Summary or the more complex V&V-UQ-QRC process, and the integration of the Ladder Chart, the ability to Assess, Certify, and as needed Refurbish the product line selectively to lead us credibly into the future. (In the case of nuclear stockpile stewardship, this credible combination provides a path into our CTBT future).

How do we align the Ladder? We will give an example of this alignment below, with a notional example of its effect on maximizing the sharpness of our knowledge of reliability and confidence in the stockpile. The method we have chosen for this is a form of QFD, Quality Function Deployment (Kogure and Akao, 1983).

3.1.2 Examples of “Ladder Success”
We have already used the Ladder concept, from code development through V&V to full system application and stockpile certification, as depicted in the actual stockpile examples shown in Figure III-5. (Each WXX represents an actual weapon system in the U.S. stockpile and actual refurbishment and certification events). However, our goal today is to have a more coherent, quantified, defensible linkage to make the right tradeoffs as stewardship goes forward with pressures from many directions.
3.1.3 Two Ladders – Branches – and a Trellis

One of the pressures in defending stewardship resource allocation demands is of course in timing of facilities and capabilities that seem years distant from directly impacting the stockpile. As an example method to quantify the defense of these items and determine their best timing, we have suggested the addition of a second ladder, going from Platforms (faster machines) to Development, next to the ladder going from Development to V&V. And of course, as we have already described, the impacts to stockpile reliability and confidence do not really come as Milestones, they come as sharpening of the numbers and colors in The Matrix, the huge array of responses across the systems and their components in all the different operational and logistics environments. Figure III-6 shows this additional ladder (the ladder rails between platforms — the long lead items so essential to the amount of V&V and UQ we can plan to accomplish), and the trail that branches into the trellis of cells in The Matrix of M, U, R, and C which must be quantified using a rigorous V&V-UQ method like an extension of the example shown in Part II (Figures II-7 to II-12) of this work. The credibility of the colors in the trellis matrix can be traced back all the way to judicious selection and timing of V&V, code development, and platform capacity and capability. These colors represent values of $Z_{qrc}$ (Margin-per-Uncertainty-at-Confidence), and $R@C$ Reliability at Confidence. Where rigorous validation is lacking, we must accept legacy estimates of these values of make judgment calls about them. With rigorous validation (and adequate codes, platforms, and data to validate), we can quantitatively show how we arrived at each of the colors (values) in the cells.
Figure III-6. Integration Ladder: Two Ladders, Branches, and a Trellis of cells of component and system environment responses, each cell having a QRC. Investment and timing in all these elements should be balanced carefully and quantitatively; hence the need for rigorous, clear and reasonable V&V and UQ. This balance involves evaluations of the complex nomenclature describing the linkage of each term to the others; see Table III-1.

Figure III-7. Simplified flow of the detailed Ladder Chart.
3.1.4 How V&V Level determines need for machine capability, capacity

The 2 Ladders, Branches, and Trellis concept and illustration (Figures III-6 to III-7) was generated and linked to allow us to evaluate our machine capability (peak Teraflops needed during a given run) and capacity (Teraflop rate needed to get all our runs done on schedule) needs. We introduce Factors of Safety (F) as the ratio of available machine capability or capacity (Tflops) to needed capability or capacity. In Figure III-6, we show a notional set of mechanics and physics based milestones (not the actual ASCI Milestone set but a capability-based set similar to them) to help us illustrate the process — and estimate the actual condition — of our machine (platform) capability and capacity plans vs. needs in the coming decade. We used the engineering-oriented set of code capabilities shown in Table III-1 and generated the following factors F for hero h [capability] runs in code development and verification, and production p [capacity] runs for V&V of the level through approximately Figures II-7 to II-12; and on a single system. We will not be able to claim a validated capability across the entire product line (stockpile and environments) without cross-system V&V; so the resulting V&V excess capacity factors Fp will be easily devoured — let alone if we added the Sensitivity and comprehensive Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) of Figure II-13. Code speed and even machine efficiency will indeed matter if our machine capacity is limited even as planned for ASCI. With those caveats, Table III-2 shows the factors of capacity Fh and Fp as we approximated them.

Table III-1. Code feature nomenclature in the capability/capacity ladder:

(The associated V&V applications scale as the level of problem and coupling we can handle grows):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCS-2</td>
<td>Multiple Code Shootout II (Sam et al, 2001); MPP explicit Lagrangian dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thml-I</td>
<td>Capability for Thermal Implicit MPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mech-I</td>
<td>Capability for Mechanics Implicit MPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Th/Ch</td>
<td>Thermal and Chemical kinetics coupled into Mechanics Implicit, MPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Xport</td>
<td>Species transport (diffusion, advection) coupled in, MPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+EIEIO</td>
<td>Explicit / Implicit switching, MPP — with couplings — auto-stepping &amp; restep stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+KEIETE</td>
<td>Kinetic, Internal, Total Energy conservation, including contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+h, dt, ee</td>
<td>h-method mesh refinement and coarsening, time step sub-cycling, and error estimation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III-2. Estimates of reserve=F in capability (Fh) or capacity (Fp) for feature V&V: (We assume the given Tflops platform and the use of 10% of this machine for our V&V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Relative Model Execution Time</th>
<th>Verification</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TFlom</td>
<td>Reserve, Fh9 Reserve, Fp6</td>
<td>TFlom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS-2:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thml-I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mech-I:</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Th/Ch</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Xport</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+EIEO</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+KEIETE</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+h, dt, ee</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F ratios shown in red mean that we do not have enough machine capability or capacity to do our current estimate of what it will numerically take to verify and/or validate the given capability or application to the VER or VAL level desired. Any of these factors could easily be off by a factor of 2x or 4x; consider for example just one 2x step in global mesh refinement; for an explicit code, we would expect run time to increase by 24 or about 16 times.

With that caveat, here is a short explanation of how we got these capacity factor F numbers:

We used these conditions as our approximation to the Verification level VER=9, or an Fh9 capability level for Verification. For a system-level Base Case problem of MCS 2 (Sam et al, 2001) we achieved, from our most efficient code as our

**Base Case:**
- 4000 horsepower (element-steps per millisecond run time) on 2% of Blue Pacific (4Tflop Platform)
- 300,000 time steps
- 1,000,000 elements
- 1 day run time

We used these conditions as our approximation to the [code and solution] Verification level VER=9, or an Fh9 capability level for Verification to Fh9:

- In our [mainly thermal-mechanical] problems, speed was key versus capability
- 90 day allowable run time for an Fh9 hero mesh [solution] verification run
- MCS-2 took 2% of a 4T machine, ran in 1 day at V=6
- Assume 24 twice, and 4x more for improved ASCI-MPM material & physics models
- About 1000x more capacity needed
UCRL-2002-xxxx

- Result is 100 day run on 20% of machine vs. 1 day run on 2% of machine for MCS-2
- This appears as Fh9=4.9, assuming about a year to accomplish this hero run

For the other estimates of Fh9 for the capabilities in Table III-1, we assumed code compute intensity as high as 100x beyond the explicit Lagrangian MCS 2 by the 2008 time frame. For the case of Validation of these capabilities, on two code suites and two systems, per the procedures of Figures II-7 to II-12 (but not addressing all the comprehensive sensitivity and uncertainty quantification of Figure II-13), we estimated Validation capacity needs at Fp6 as follows:

- 400 full scale VAL=6 level runs per milestone
- VAL=6 will produce Figure II-7 through II-12 level quantification but not repeated sets for e.g. Figure II-13.
- Runs need to finish in 1 machine day; in reality about a 3 work-day results cycle
- We assume 10% of the fastest available platform to do this work
- MCS-2 ran in 1 day at 2% of our 4TF machine
- This enables 200*5=1000 runs/year, so Fp6=1000/400=2.5 for MCS-2
- But, with the 2 year delay from development to V&V we have 12T so FP6=7.5 (Figure III-4)
- Subsequent Fp6 based on the Load Factors for added mechanics, etc e.g. a 100x slower code for all the capability in Table III-2.
- We always assume the machine Tflops available 2 years hence

The preceding is of course just one example of the process of resource estimation. Those well versed in finite element development and analyses can see its subjectivity; just as in choices of uncertainty quantification, non-frequentist N* sample size, etc, there is a lot of expert judgment needed. It is clear that we should not plan to the minimum machine capacity / capability that we might calculate; our odds of missing by 2x or 4x in capacity are quite prominent. The result would be an inability to assess uncertainties by the same factor. In translation, the number or QRC cells assessed in the Figure II-14 Matrix would be unacceptably low; or else we would have to assess them all to a much looser uncertainty level.

Optimum schedule and rate of uncertainty quantification may also be determined by the number and experience of the people available to perform (and document) all these analyses. This is true regardless of platform capacity or capability. Either way, the risk is the same: an unacceptable bathtub increase in assessed uncertainty (therefore lower assessed QRC) of our product line. We must be judicious in the balance of estimation of platforms, people, and rate of assessment, and attempt, as we have here, to tie these back to a quantitative process such as that outlined in this work.
We have seen in this example, using this method, that we can project as much as a tenfold shortage in (ASCI Platforms) capacity. We can also see a tenfold shortfall in our designer/analyst teams’ ability to process and document this tenfold increase in information; solving this is a challenge for perhaps ASCI PSE/VIEWS (efficiency of the designer’s working environment). These tenfold shortages are based on a complete Fp7 with Uncertainty Quantification sweep through The Matrix of WXX systems and STS environments once each ten years (to alleviate the bathtub assessed uncertainty increase), using all the advanced code features available at that time. What if we do not make such a sweep? Then the values of uncertainty in each cell of the Figure II-14 Matrix will have gone up, or confidence will have gone down, and the Reliability at Confidence (RC) product will go down. We can use QFD and QSV to quantify the risk of not having the ASCI platform capacity etc. to sweep the Matrix, and compare that to the cost and benefit of doing so. However, to do so, we must first estimate how much our uncertainty will be reduced by using all the advanced code features as planned on every analysis, as was assumed here. Fortunately, many of our assessments can be done using today’s codes and model sizes. A sizable amount, though hopefully not a majority, require the more advanced (and platform intensive) mechanics and physics. We must balance available platform capacity and timing against the additional [model] uncertainty we will have to accept by running simpler, faster models. This type of example helps clarify and quantify missions and challenges for stewardship, ASCI, and our industry partners in the CTBT era.

3.1.5 Speed, the “Multiple Code Shootout”, Timing, and Risk Mitigation

Speed of problem execution (and indirectly machine efficiency) are of secondary importance to high levels of V&V and low assessed error and uncertainty. However, with a severe capacity shortage by any reasonable estimate such as that shown in Table III-1, speed now becomes just as paramount: the ability to achieve study results with high V&V levels does us no good if we do not have the speed and machine efficiency, balanced against platform capacity, to execute that study with proper prioritization and timing.

The environments matrix of Figure II-14 already mentioned has hundreds if not thousands of cells that demand quantitative assessment. We address each cell each year as we assess our product line; but lacking a quantitative validation statement for each cell, this assessment is often intuitive expert or legacy judgment. We should in fact make a statistical validation statement about each cell each year. But we cannot because it takes time first, for the ASCI national labs, and commercial MPP code vendors in some cases, to build the code development capabilities. The reason we have gone for MPP is for size [read: resolution] and then for speed. Since measurement of speed and speed vs. accuracy tradeoffs is so essential to speeding up our ability to address the confidence and plan the needs of the stockpile, we have instituted a process that allows us to measure, report, and encourage enthusiasm for analysis speed at the ASCI level while we simultaneously work the V&V Meter readings. The term Multiple Code Shootout (MCS) is taken in the same spirit as the frequent use of the term Muscle Car Shootout which has an exciting legacy of independence in the drag racing world. That is, color and flare aside, how does performance measure up in a fair, independent setting? A schedule driven setting where V&V is driven independent from the code development effort makes for fair independent and realistic.
evaluations of model expediency, code speed, and model accuracy. This should be a balanced setting, driven by program milestones and the time-urgent need to address the cells of the Figure II-14 Matrix, to care about speed and quality, and to be driven of necessity by those measures due to the compelling nature of mission and time constraint.

Classes of analyses where we feel the V&V Meters are on the verge of Green, as for the MCS-II analysis (Sam et al, 2001), are where we desire to be for production analyses. In reality the Meters are typically somewhere between 5 and 9 (see Figure I-6) when they are put to use for design and certification use. When the Meters are in the desired 6-8 range, we often select a problem with relevance and good cross-code capability as an MCS candidate.

The Multiple Code Shootout has never had any maximize the number of processors criteria. Our goal has been to run problems with ASCI-era resolution and potential for accuracy, and of a size that is adequate for accuracy and yet manageable in terms of pre and post processing and run time. Given practical, useful problems like this one, a real system level engineering problem that is contact dominated, the speeds and efficiency become more representative of reality than scaling done on a pile of merged brick elements. It is important to see the entire horsepower curve, because it is obviously not going to be optimum in efficiency to run the problems at peak horsepower. Rather, it is faster to run two problems on say half that number of processors each; in the end nearly twice the number of runs will get done. Absolute speed differences of say 20% are in practice not too important. When codes are slower by factors of two and three however, it will become compelling to find an alternative method unless the slower code offers additional features for related analyses not offered by the faster codes. Just as the use of more than one code is a model error risk mitigator, we can say that if run at equal fidelity, speed is a key risk mitigator for our concern about a lack of platform capacity in the coming decade.

Figure III-8 (Sam et al, 2001) shows, for the four code suites capable of engineering mechanics problems at the MPP level, what we can learn in terms of horsepower as a function of number of processors and element count in the problem.
Figure III-8. Multiple Code Shootout II (Sam et al, 2001) modeled a blast environment full reentry system with internal nuclear package components. Left: ~200,000 elements. Right: ~1,000,000 elements.

3.1.6 Measures of “Analysis Horsepower”

There are many cases that involve the conditions, unlike those in MCS-II of Figure III-8, where code and model horsepower as measured by simple element-steps per millisecond is a misleading measure of model performance. A code may carry with its methods the computational overhead needed for higher order formulations and physics, but the extra weight may be worth it. That is, if an element has features such as Eulerian formulation, ALE options, h-method or AMR, p-method polynomial options, sub-cycling, etc, we will not likely see as many element-steps-per millisecond as a simpler Explicit Lagrangian 1-point integrated element formulation. Added capability is often traded off for slower speed, but the end result is that the path to an equally credible answer is now faster than before.

There are a few points that should be addressed regarding any analysis that contends a level of accuracy. For example, we define verification as the ability to match analytical or known solutions. However, we may for example show that we can get a beam bending solution to any number of significant digits; but only with say 100 or more elements across the beam. In reality, we rarely know our material properties to that level, and even if we do, knowing an elastic deflection to within 1% is usually not worth it; we would rather use our resolution elsewhere.

The Verification analysis should tell us when we have converged, and how far we have backed off when the Verified feature and sub-model is put into the larger full system engineering model. A model termed Verified should be within the known solution to a desired level; not just because it has a lot of elements. Indeed, the number of elements to obtain given accuracy may well be a function of the code construction; this is the place where a code with less horsepower on a per-element basis may well redeem itself due to greater accuracy per element.

The known level of accuracy from small scale Verifications should then be incorporated into the larger, perhaps system-level, Validation model. It is known that the sub-models have a given

accuracy capability from the Verification studies. Validation comparisons are similar; in terms of distance from model convergence, comparison to other data, comparison to other codes; the criteria should be the level of resolution versus simply the number of elements used.

At a given resolution, we can begin to examine relative problem speed. Each Validation should contain this information, in addition to just speed: What level of accuracy was desired? Was it achieved? How did this trade off against speed, size, or resolution that could have been put elsewhere, where perhaps unknown events might have occurred but were missed due to a coarse mesh?

In addition to code horsepower [and the dilemma of defining it as we go beyond 1-point explicit Lagrangian models], the following are suggested as important:

- Teraflop Machine efficiency
- Horsepower (~1/Grind-Time) or Cell-Cycles / millisecond
- Horsepower at constant accuracy (spatial, temporal, iterative)
- Horsepower at constant fidelity (material and physics models)
- Total User Time:
  - Build Mesh
  - Run, View, Diagnose
  - Calibrate and Validate
  - Display and Conclude

The most logical final note on speed is that the last measure, Total User Time is perhaps most key. Like the common 20th century dilemma of wartime flight, pilots (nuclear designers?) are in perennially shorter supply than airplanes (compute platforms). Of course, this is easy to say, but it requires not only that we recognize that platform shortages are at least a problem we can mitigate with a balanced tradeoff, but that we actually perform such tradeoffs using QSV (Value) and Benefit/Cost Ratio BCR as outlined in the next section, Part IIIb.

3.1.7 Earned Value expressed as Enhanced QRC in The Matrix

Earned Value and Earned Value Management (EVM) are emerging (and in many instances mandated) program management tools in government and industry. The nomenclature is widely used, and a quote from the Earned Value Management Website (EVM, 2002) shows the direct relevance of Earned Value to our V&V-QRC-QSV investment strategy process described in this work: Earned Value is a management technique that relates resource planning to schedules and to technical cost and schedule requirements to permit the customer to be able to rely on timely data produced by those systems for determining product oriented contract status. We provide here one example of these Earned Value concepts, e.g. resource planning, cost and schedule requirements, and timely data [i.e. enhanced QRC with timing to push back the confidence erosion depicted as the bathtub edge in Figure III-2. That is, if we combine quantitative V&V as described in Part I and Part II of this work, with sufficient machine capacity and code/analysis speed, we can show an example or two of just how all our Quantified V&V can quickly and solidly manifest itself in terms of the equivalent R and C terms across the...
stockpile in The Matrix. Figure III-9, the upper Matrix is a notional stoplight of $Z_{qrc}$ terms across systems and environments. The middle Matrix is the same chart — but with $U$ reduced due to Platforms, code capability, V&V, and finally validated simulations leading to smaller $U$, and a Matrix with sharpened values of $Z_{qrc}$. The amount of sharpening is shown in the bottom Matrix — we can see just where the benefit of the Ladder Rungs will enter. Sharpening should always be viewed as an uncertainty reduction, but this may lead to a higher — or lower — estimate of Margin $M$. So, we cannot say the cells will become more green (a higher $Z_{qrc}$) with better V&V; we can only say that our assessment will be sharper. What we can say is that the risk of having the wrong $Z_{qrc}$ or color for a cell goes down with additional V&V, and therefore our assessments of Reliability at Confidence will improve.

We will need to continually sharpen The Matrix to offset the expertise bathtub encroachment of Figure III-2. We can employ methods like those in (Logan, 2001a), (Booker et al, 2001), and (Nitta and Logan, 2000) to depict our estimation of the tendency of The Matrix to turn yellow/orange over the years. (In other words, margins may decrease with aging or changes of components or environments; uncertainties can increase due to the same factors or simply due to loss of assessment expertise and tools). These same methods can then quantify the value of our success in higher levels of validation and uncertainty quantification.

---

**Figure III-9.** The RC Rollup Matrix can show improvement in the numerical values (and hence colors) of its cells of uncertainty and confidence; these fold directly into QRC and then QSV as assessed earned value. The amount of sharpening (QSV added) is a direct function of the Validation Level (alias uncertainty quantification). We can thus link platform purchases and timing with QSV over time.
3.2 Part IIIb: Quantitative Systems Value (QSV) and Investment Strategy

How do we decide which cells in the (Figure II-14) matrix to sharpen — (which uncertainties to quantify better — or which margins to raise for example by refurbishing) - and when and how much?

The goal of QSV is to provide, with Quantitative Reliability at Confidence (QRC) input terms, a method to enable quantitative answers to this question, with QRC as a direct and visible term in QSV, and of course V&V and UQ as direct and visible terms in QRC as we outlined in Part II. We can therefore follow the value trace back through the compact QSV equation back through the QRC Matrix, V&V, code development, and Platform capacity Ladder Rungs of Figure III-7, and look at timing and optimum Benefit/Cost Ratio BCR for decisions and plans along the way.

QSV and BCR are really just ways of expressing Value Engineering (VE) concepts. Value Engineering is a fairly general set of concepts, and a general summary (from the VE website www.vetoday.com) is simply the quote that VE helps people creatively generate alternatives that secure essential functions at the greatest worth as opposed to costs. If we make more abstract the concept of worth, as implicit in both VE and QSV, we can think of the Benefit/Cost Ratio BCR as analogous to the more familiar accounting Return On Investment (ROI). Of course, in assuring the safety and reliability of the stockpile, these returns do not come in dollars, we must [subjectively] assign the returns a value based on the quantitatively assessed condition of that stockpile.

We assign to our product line, in this case the stockpile, and all subsequent factors and permutations in our analysis a dollar value, with the same focus as would any industry analysis of its business posture. The performance [mission effectiveness], diversity [odds of a common mode failure over time], safety [risk and dollar-estimated consequence], and management [surveillance and refurbishment] are all defined in dollars. It is certainly true that like any such analysis, subjective values abound. However, with all quantities in common units, we can reach numerical, quantitative conclusions and then proceed to do uncertainty analyses around them. The objectives are to say, for example, should we keep or retire a given system? With what should we replace it? While working on a system, should we refurbish all its components or just some of them? What is the Benefit-Cost-Ratio (BCR) of doing so? Sometimes we just go with our instincts — but it is preferable, to have a quantitative story that provides a stronger business case. And finally, how do these conclusions change in light of treaties or regulations, and how do they change if we consider Quantified Systems Diversity (QSD) or if we ignore it?

With reduced stockpile levels, quantification of our choices matters all the more; we do not have as many hedges due to numbers of warheads, numbers of systems, or diversity as we once had. To retain economy, we can perhaps avoid refurbishing entire builds of weapon systems — we can assume a block approach where only numbers needed to support the deployed stockpile...
would be refurbished. This may actually allow us to live within the tight budget constraints that are inevitable as we deal with the ever present possibilities of recession, war, missile defense, and perhaps boutique weapon or advanced concept development. With these limited block assumptions, it may become advantageous to delete entire systems from our product line (the stockpile), depending on QSD assumptions, in order to maximize the QSV of the force within the budget constraints that we have. For all our systems, such tradeoffs require embedding credible and possible values of assessed QRC into our QSV value equation:

\[
\Delta \text{QSV} = QSV_0 \int_0^t PV_F(t) \Delta(t) \{ \Pi_{i=1,MC/STS} (RC^*)_i \} \, dt
\]  

[1]

The preceding paragraph discussion on the changing nature of the world around us is the reason for inclusion of the Present Value (PV) term in Eqn. [1], where \(0 \leq PV_F \leq 1\), so \(PV_F\) decreases from PVF=1 to PVF=0 as time approaches infinity. The PV\(_F\) term does not represent system aging or inflation (or deflation in some instances where purchasing power may increase with time). The PV\(_F\) term in Eqn. [1] is essential because for long term planning and investment, we have to account for the fact that we do not know the distant future as well as the near future. Using a PV\(_D\)=2% discount per year (2% for example) is a common way to express this fact. This results in a discounted value for future benefits (QSV) and costs as shown in Figure III-10.

![Figure III-10: Present Value Factor at 2% Discount as used in QSV Value Engineering.](chart.png)

Note that the PV chart goes out a full 100 years. This is to avoid discontinuities in the quantification process inherent to long term planning such as QSV. In other words, if the end-point year happens to include a new power system for one system but another system can get by with its old power system for say 5 more years, the latter system looks much cheaper to keep; but this is misleading. Using present value (PV\(_D\)=2%) as often used in industry for long range economic planning, plus a timeline that goes out 100 years, mitigates these discontinuities.
and also represents the fact that we become more uncertain about what is going to happen as the decades go by; this is a standard reason for such discounting. The value of any event then, be it a degradation or a cost to fix the degradation, is PVd in time as shown in Figure III-10. This PVd=2% plot would seem to be consistent with what our common sense might tell us about the accuracy of our crystal ball into the future decades: It says anything 35 years out is a 50/50 bet, 50 years out is about 1 in 3, 100 years out is about 1 in 9. Any bumps out at the 100 year mark, e.g. did we just miss putting in a new power system, etc, are only counted at about 11 cents on the dollar anyway so they won’t affect the decision analysis that can come out of our Value Engineering QSV analysis (using of course V&V d values for the Reliability at Confidence over time.)

So, the use of a low value of PV like PVd=2% per year in the quantification process to follow is why the estimates have to go out so far. The long, continuous, time frame also lets the longer term payoff investments show the math to justify their existence. But the fact that the long term is PVd discounted also forces capital intensive endeavors (be they experimental or analysis) to prove their worth in a reasonable time frame, else the PVd discount factor will fall before they can repay our investment in them.

Better data is needed in many parts of the QRC and QSV models. Many times large numbers are being subtracted from each other with the difference being only a billion or two dollars; uncertainties can easily swing the answer. We illustrate how to use the BCR as a measure of strength of the decision indicator, but still we stress that the method of QSV, while it has great value, must be accompanied by a study of uncertainties and a quest for better information.

3.2.1 Introduction to QSV: Quantitative Stockpile Value

The entire premise of QSV and its related quantities as discussed below is that all the quantities regarding value are expressed in dollars, or some equivalent quantity that can be added, subtracted, and compared in a consistent way — sometimes percent of total product line present-value is a good method also.

We must define a fairly simple definition of the time-integrated present-value of our product line (and indeed each individual product or warhead in our case) as outlined for example in (Logan and Nitta, 2000). To go any further we need some more definitions. Let:

\[ B = \text{Benefit, expressed in value e.g. dollars.} \]
\[ C = \text{Cost, similarly expressed.} \]
\[ \text{BCR} = \frac{B-C}{C} = \text{Benefit-Cost Ratio.} \]

The nature of our BCR, dating back to the first 1997 presentations of this work, is not unlike the Signal-to-Noise, Cp Process Capacity Ratio, or statistical Z and M/U concepts we have rediscovered in our business lately (Logan and Nitta, 2001). That is, we can look at the benefit (B-C) of an action; it may be a large or small $$$ value, but if \(|\text{BCR}| < 1\), the benefit certainty of...
our decision is in doubt. High values of $|\text{BCR}| > 10$ leave little doubt as to the correct course of action. Of course, some sensitivity studies should be done to assure $|\text{BCR}|$ remains high under possible perturbations of the issue under consideration.

Continuing with our definitions, we now have:

QSV = Quantitative Stockpile Value, the portion of our total portfolio value that each product line, or the entire product line, contributes. $\Delta \text{QSV} = (B-C)$ is a good way to think about any given issue.

QSP: Quantified Systems Performance, this would in fact be identically QSV if not for the following term QSD, which makes QSV a nonlinear function $\text{QSV} = \text{QSV}(\text{QSP}, \text{QSD})$:

QSD: Quantified Systems Diversity: In terms of diversity and a hedge against common mode failure in the CTBT era, each system may not quite be a unique system. The more commonality, the more risk of common mode failure. We may think we have say 10 systems in a product line, but may only have effectively 7 or so unique ones. The resulting assumption in this method where $\text{QSV} = \text{QSV}(\text{QSP}, \text{QSD})$ is that over decades, there are certain [increasing] odds of losing a system due to some unforeseen aging or other unknown unknown that we cannot address in the CTBT era. Less diversity means fewer systems as a hedge to this, and also more chance of losing 2 systems at once due to common mode. QSD attempts to account for this. Just like QSP was offset by QSD, QSD is offset by another value whose acronym is QSM.

QSM: Quantitative Systems Management: (Maintenance). Of course more diversity (QSD) also means more types of components, materials, processes, etc — and systems to keep around. If we keep our diverse stockpile around over many decades, we will face more surveillance, more facility needs, more varied refurbishment needs. We will find QSM to be a significant number over the decades that can offset or even overwhelm QSD. $\Delta \text{QSM} = \text{Cost}$ is a good way to think about many issues and tradeoffs.

QSS: Quantitative Stockpile Safety: Described more fully in (Logan et al, 2000) and (Nitta and Logan, 2000), QSS takes the ENDS (Enhanced Nuclear Detonation Safety) thinking from ENDS=yes or ENDS=no to a graded, quantified scale that accounts for more than electrical system safety in prevention of a nuclear event — it attempts to include dispersal issues, a risk certainly more likely, as shown over the years, than any potential nuclear detonation in an accident. Suffice it to say, without detail, that our current estimates are that for the sake of this study and its tradeoffs, QSS is in general 1%-2% of QSV. That is like saying that, we do pay a safety penalty for having warheads around, but the BCR of this safety penalty is $\text{BCR} = 50$ to 100 which is quite high. We have seen analyses showing $\text{BCR} = 10$ or 20 as about the lowest point. Like other entries into the Matrix, (Safety aspects enter into the QRC Cells as well), each Safety QRC and BCR must be diligently quantified.
3.2.2 A Simple Everyday Illustration of QSV and BCR: Stopping at a Traffic Light:

QSV and BCR may seem abstract in concept at first. However, we instinctively use these concepts every day without actually estimating the numbers in our minds. We know the stockpile decisions get so complicated that we need to go back to a process that has numbers [albeit judgment based] so that we can trade off several things at once. But it seems our everyday decisions can get so instinctive, so obvious, that we often bypass this process. To illustrate, consider approaching a red light on your way to a meeting in your typical 4-door, front-wheel drive rental car — an experience most of us have had all too frequently. Let’s look at the cost, benefit, and BCR as we approach this red light.

If we stop at the light, we will lose about 2 minutes of time. What if we are late for a SLEP meeting, and since we don’t want to jeopardize FPU, we ponder running the light? It looks bad to stop at the light. So, should we run the light then? Let’s run the numbers first, before we run the light!

If we run the light, we will see a benefit — we will save about 2 minutes of time! Let’s count our time at $1.00/minute, an average of our $3.00/minute loaded at-work costs and our $0.00/minute cost while we are on travel but it is after the 8 hour work day. So, at $1.00/minute then,

\[ B(QSP) = 2.00 \]

Another benefit of running the light is through QSS risk reduction. If sitting at the light, it is possible to have another inattentive driver attempt to defy physics and mechanics and enable his hood and your trunk to occupy the same physical space. Let’s estimate the odds of this happening at 1e-4. Further, should this happen, the odds of a fatality resulting are, say, 1e-2. If the value of that life was assigned a value of $4e6, we have a net benefit B value of:

\[ B(QSS) = 1e-4 * 1e-2 * 4e6 = 4.00 \]

If we run the light, there is some Cost, C(QSM). It will cost in fuel say 1/8 mile at full throttle, or about:

\[ C(QSM) = 0.02 \]

So if we run the light we have:

\[ B = 2.00, \quad QSP \text{ Quantitative System Performance [in this case the value of time saved]} \]
\[ B = 4.00, \quad QSS \text{ Quantitative System Safety [in this case risk reduction of a rearend accident]} \]
\[ C = 0.02, \quad QSM \text{ Quantitative System Maintenance [in this case fuel cost]} \]

\[ (B-C) = 5.58 \]
\[ BCR = 279 \]
So far it is looking like running the red light is the way to go. And there's that added QSS risk reduction bonus: If we run the light, we certainly won't get hit in the back!

Of course there is that dump truck approaching us from the left. Maybe we should do the BCR on stopping at the light first [most of our instincts would suggest this if we saw the dump truck].

If we stop at the light, then from a QSP standpoint, there is no benefit — we don't save any time getting to our meeting. So

\[ B(QSP) = 0.00. \]

And of course there is a cost of stopping at the light — we lose about the same fuel as if we traveled a mile steady state, so

\[ C(QSM) = 0.05. \]

It still looks mathematically like we should've run the light! We should consider the dump truck though before coming to closure. The dump truck might T-Bone our car in the driver's door. There might be a fatality. And of course there is the well known relation that the odds of the fatality being us versus the dump truck goes as the ratio of the weights of the two vehicles to the 3.5 power. In other words if there is a fatality it is going to be us.

But, odds are about 9 of 10 we would make it anyway. And, if the dump truck hit us, odds are about 9 of 10 he wouldn't hit us right in the door, and we do have drivers side air bags, maybe. Even so, our QSS analysis would give a benefit from QSS Risk Reduction for not running the light of:

\[ B(QSS) = 0.1 * 0.1 * 4e6 = 40,000.00 \]

Now for the first time we see a large — very large — difference between running the light and stopping. Our BCR for stopping at the light, as our common sense tells us, is now:

\[ B = 40,000.00 \]
\[ C = 0.05 \]
\[ (B-C) = 39,999.95 \]
\[ BCR = 800,000. \]

To review our lesson: Running the red light looked GOOD:

\[ (B-C) = 5.58 \text{ net — a positive savings} \]
\[ BCR = 279, \text{ and since } |BCR| \gg 10, \text{ a strong indicator of this savings.} \]

But stopping at the light looked *slightly better:*

(B-C)=$40,000.00 \text{ [rounded]}
BCR=800,000

We can see that the tradeoffs need to be done, like the stockpile, in a relative sense; decisions considered in isolation can lead to high consequences.

3.2.3 *The process to get QSV and BCR:*

So, how does QSV for the *stockpile* work? In essence, we first calculate Quantitative Systems Performance, QSP, for a warhead on its mission, that is, its deployment status with treaty considerations, etc. This gives a number, which is then multiplied by the number or function of the number of such warheads we have. This is repeated for each warhead type and summed to give a total potential. We can do this in more detailed studies — the conclusions depend on many assumptions and on the validity of our assumptions about treaties, world conditions, and on the V&V and QRC level of our assessments of each element of the stockpile.

Next, QSP (Performance) is combined with QSD (Diversity) to form QSV (Value). What is QSD? It is the uniqueness or diversity of features of a given system in relation to the others; a hedge against unknown unknowns that we can no longer address with tests. To do this we made a corporate internal list of CTBT-relevant diversity features across our product line.

These features are catalogued in a product table. That is, we ask, if a feature is good to have, how many systems have it? Say 6 of them. Then, for each of our [say] 10 systems, we have a row; if that system has the feature, we write 5, because we would lose a system with that feature if we lost the system we are considering. If not, we write 6; there would be no loss in diversity of that feature if we lost that system. Each item in our list is a column. The product across all columns is huge. For a diverse system, the product will be small, because we will tend to be down a notch in most columns. So the ratio of [Total Product]/[Individual System Product] will be large; showing a lot of diversity. If the system is non-diverse we won’t lose any features by losing it, so the ratio will be small — it is rarely, if ever 1.0, but it can be much smaller than a diverse system and much less than average. As a result, we can compute the QSD Ratio for all our systems, normalized to average, and fold this result into our QSV expression.

This ratio shows that, per the criteria set out, some systems are much more diverse than others. As we noted above, these same systems can often be hard to work on, because of their very diversity. To translate: Higher QSD (Diversity) is good, but higher QSM (Maintenance) is costly. Often, higher QSM accompanies higher QSD. The two trade off automatically in our QSV (Value) expression. Once we have a system’s QSD Number, we scale it to a maximum of 1.0 [actually with a cutoff] so a system can represent a whole unique system, but may be only [say] half a system from a QSD standpoint if most of its features look like a partner system.
There is one more component to QSD. Over time, in the CTBT era, we will inevitably lose confidence in the stockpile to some extent — this loss comes from changes in the stockpile, but also changes in the nuclear weapons workforce and our distance from the underground nuclear test era as noted in Figure III-11 from (Joersz et al, 1997).

![Designer Experience](image)

**Figure III-11. Declining designer experience in the CTBT era.**

A similar plot can be made based on surveys of projected confidence in any given stockpile system, in the CTBT era over a longer term (translate: concern about the edge of the expertise bathtub). The loss of direct experience in Figure III-11 may manifest itself in more assessed uncertainty in our CTBT product line, even though there may not (or may) be a real increase in uncertainty. The best we can do is make sure we take the action to acquire the tools (platforms for codes, models, and V&V) and efficiency (machine efficiency, code speed, and overall user time efficiency) to enable that experience to be put to most time efficient use.

This QSD correction is folded into the QSV(QSP, QSD) process, not by penalizing a particular non-diverse system, but by merely factoring, across the entire stockpile chosen, the fact that there are really fewer nuclear systems than we think due to lower QSD, and so our confidence may fall faster hence leading to lower QSV. This method of handling QSD was first implemented circa 1997, and was the best method we could find at that time. We continually revisit our QSV assessments using more modern methods such as those in (Logan and Nitta, 2001), (Logan and Nitta, 2002), and other works referenced therein.

So we now have a QSV system and unit quantity value, corrected for QSD [or not] as we may assume. There is one more major factor to fold in before we look at some example scenarios. That is the QSM (Quantitative Stockpile Management) term. We consider QSM to be the value [cost actually] of maintenance, surveillance, rebuild, etc. attributed to a system. These costs can be
elusive — again, we need continually better estimates of these costs and interdependencies. We must also attempt to account quantitatively for the fact that certain components on certain systems take more effort to maintain or refurbish and are more expensive to deal with; the balance of QSD and QSM offsetting each other.

The QSM life cycle cost number, over the life of the QSV process, is significant. This number, along with some major bumps in R&D cost as refurbishment options are planned and evaluated, forms the QSM number to retain [and therefore surveill, assess, refurbish] a given system. QSM must extend over the many decades of the extended life of the systems under consideration.

We discuss QSV for the CTBT nuclear stockpile in (Logan and Nitta, 2000), but a generic example of the combination of QRC and QSV needed to do this will illustrate the simplicity but fragility and interdependency of the method.

Suppose we could update a certain component, a widget, on our systems, to assure more confidence and a higher assessed QRC over the decades of the CTBT era. Of course, such an update would carry a cost, QSM, along with it. As an example of the use of QRC, QSV and BCR to quantify our decision making process, we took a quick look at this issue and postulated that all of our stockpile systems could be given an appropriate widget upgrade. We included complete QSM costs as best we could, based on best available information and estimates. We further assumed the same development and unit cost for each type of widget; this needs refinement in some areas that range from obvious to not so obvious.

How did we quantify the Benefit, B? To do so, we used a combination of methods for Quantitative Reliability [R] and Confidence [C] for the nuclear package, as outlined in Part II of this work. We used the most up to date design analysis data available to us for each system, along with standard estimates of uncertainties, or specific values where we could reference them for particular systems. Now, we could quantify the changes in equivalent [R] and [C], and evaluate the DQSV and then BCR:

$$BCR = \frac{B(DQSV) - C(QSM)}{C(QSM)}$$  \[6b\]

We looked at the QSV, BCR of widget upgrade for 'all' systems. Here are the results in order of highest BCR [ie highest priority] in this first-cut analysis:

1. BCR=18.0 WII, with special caveat
2. BCR=18.0 WCC, with special caveat
3. BCR=11.0 WHH
4. BCR=10.0 WDD
5. BCR= 6.0 WEE
6. BCR=02.2 WFF, with special caveat
7. BCR=02.0 WBB
8. BCR=01.4 WAA
9. BCR=00.2 WGG
The WAA through WII represent particular systems in our product line. Now, given a fixed QSM budget, we can, after consideration of plant capacity, timing, present value, and other factors, choose a priority order.

By refining these BCRs, and looking at changes in BCR and (B-C) as we trade off possible implementation dates for our widget upgrade hypothesis, we can now quantitatively fold these widget options in with our other certification decisions to see what we might do first, and what we might delay, with some quantified input for justification and closure. A BCR≥10 seems at first glance to be a compelling thing to do. A closer look is needed here.

For example, since B=Benefit=DQSV, and DQSV is proportional to QRC, we see that the validity of our QSV prioritization depends directly (in fact nearly linearly) on the level of our V&V and UQ. If our assessed uncertainty is large (or even guessed versus a rigorous assessment), we still have a simple BCR ordered widget priority list; but is it right? Only a credible, prioritized, balanced assessment of V&V-UQ-QRC-RC Rollup will tell us if our priority-ordering is sensitive to things we are not so sure of.

The quantified Benefit / Cost Ratio (i.e. Value Engineering) closure of the RC Rollup method using QSV allows quantitative, traceable decision criteria that are one tool we use in our complex, nonlinear, data and statistics-starved world of nuclear package stockpile stewardship. An example of this closure is depicted in (Logan, 2001a); a suggestion regarding the value of testing or preserving certain stockpile assets. The same method, with help and credibility that V&V gives to The Matrix, could be used to trade off refurbishment dates and content, and facilities and quantities of validation testing needs, etc. Of paramount importance are the uncertainties U — the value of the assets and the size of the error bars are major factors in the effort we spend reducing U to an acceptable level — and hence major factors in our determination of validation metrics for this and other scenarios.

Continuing our Risk=Likelihood*Consequence analogy that has closed Part I and Part II, Figure III-12 shows the new terms introduced in that analogy as they come out of Part III. Others (Kilkauskas, 2002) have also presented the concept of quantifying assessments and model uncertainties into a Risk dollar quantity.
Figure III-12. Risk = Likelihood * Consequence and analogous terms from Part I (green), Part II (blue), and Part III (red). Likelihood (of failure due to model error) becomes analogous to assessed (1-RC*) terms, using the rolled-up RC* product term; Consequence is expressed in Value Engineering / Earned Value [ie dollars] terms, and Risk = Likelihood * Consequence is the multiplicative product. In other words, (Model Error) Risk is equivalent to the ΔQSV assessed due to model error. In this way, the [dollar] value of model error risk reduction due to V&V can be quantified. We can illustrate with situations where Risk [as dollar value] is lowered by doing V&V to reduce likelihood of model failure, and where Risk is lowered by doing V&V early on to reduce Consequence as well.
Summary and Conclusions:

4.1 Part I: V&V and UQ

Our V&V methodology goals include a document leading to quantitative V&V statements as phrased in Part I and detailed in Part II. This should be done for each V&V study addressing part or all of the 84-point criteria of Part I of this work. It will rarely be cost effective to address all 84 points for a given analysis. However, as risk and consequence increase, it will be more important to address more of these criteria.

In this era of increasing audit pressure for quality, a quantified, documented methodology is essential. Documentation should not be a waste of time or a nuisance, it should be, as it evolves with the help of those affected by it, a source of pride. We must encourage the philosophy that even a documented analysis with known flaws has far more credibility than an undocumented analysis with unknown flaws. There is never enough time to document everything on a checklist that one should do — but this policy is an effort to encourage making the time. We must provide a policy of rewarding documentation of good work with supportable conclusions. We hope these evolving guidelines lead us to an era where movie of the week analyses will be considered in their true context, and in contrast, analysis that have a high [reviewed] Quality Meter reading will be those used to retain our credibility for stewardship and the nuclear deterrent.

The authors welcome improvements, suggestions, and refinements. The concept of a couple of simple 0-10 Meters is gaining nationwide popularity. Maybe round automotive gauge styles aren’t for everyone, but they have attracted attention and focus as a way to quantify V&V; we have found the illustrative meters to be a good starting point. Numerous agencies have their own numbered levels for the pedigree of a code and quantitative levels for the pedigree of validation of a simulation.

This version of our V&V Methodology and the 84 Point criteria [10+20+19+35] are always a work in progress. It is true that a checklist can be helpful if it is not overly constraining as to become a hindrance without adding value. The 84 points listed should be considered — and revised year by year — in that spirit. Others in the national community are engaged in similar activities; quantified V&V is just coming of age in many areas. However, we are obligated to start the process given the maturity of ASCI. Quantitative measures such as the V&V Meter readings and how many of the 84 points did we address will allow us to track and revise our process as we evaluate its cost / benefit to the future of our mission. Quantitative statistically based V&V statements will be the next evolutionary step.
4.2 Conclusions: Part II (QRC) into Part III (QSV)

The advantage of $Z_{qrc}$, leading to Quantified Reliability $R$ at Confidence $C$ (QRC), then assessed Log Failure Rate as a "magnitude" indicator - with QRC rolled up into QSV at the system level - is that it lets us:

* Demand that we associate "R" with a "C" - and quantifies that "C" based on eg "Fuzzy N*".
* Show how better assessments of $M$ and $U$ - and increasing the effective number of coin flips $N^*$ - quantitatively tightens $U$ allowing higher quantified $C$.
* Express this situation as value (dollars) via QSV - and so we can protect the investments in stewardship assessments, tests, etc by Quantifying their Stockpile Value. This is a continuing need in the current budget environment, especially where purely technical analyses remain under utilized by some. Perhaps these audiences have lacked a clear link between science and V&V and Value and Investment Strategy — it is our hope that QRC-into-QSV will provide this link.
* Provide a numerical [albeit judgment folded] estimate of "how much confidence do we need and how do we get it".
* Provide a quantitative V&V statement as a lower statistical bound. This has the advantage of being quantitative and assessable, but also the advantage in that we recognize that the upper bound on a product may still be quite high (even unity); this avoids conflict with assertions, whatever the source, that high reliability is expected or promised from a given product. The V&V-based lower bound assessment and the upper bound assertion can both be right; and both have appropriate uses.
* Prioritize, since the BCR {Benefit/Cost Ratio} in QSV shows us how urgently we should address a given issue, especially when integrated over time as most clearly in the Engineering Index (EI) works such as (Booker et al, 2001).

We recognized early on that methods like FOM/QMU or its 1-tailed convolution into CF cannot by themselves bring this quantification and closure around an investment strategy. Therefore, while the concepts of QMU and CF can certainly be components of a system to closure, we prefer methods like QRC/QSV that show the path to closure instead of "open-ended conservatism" like the FOM/QMU=2 and CF=.33 examples detailed above. A great value could be added if methods like QMU and CF are used at the local level [eg as in the current QMU/CF working groups] to find the areas where FOM/QMU and CF are considered low — and plan specific technology efforts around those. We can then do the more detailed closure via methods like QRC [and equivalents at Los Alamos and Sandia] and fold into an Investment Strategy method like QSV or its equivalent. For the near future, we would suggest that the traditional Margin $M$ continue to be shown, as well as other chosen measures of expressing uncertainty.

The use of $Z_{qrc} = M/U|_{N^*\omega}$ as used in QRC provides for a path to closure using either:

1. A standard $U$, so that the closure through QRC to QSV and Benefit/Cost Ratio BCR would continue to be proportional to Margin, as our intuition yearns for, but also
2. A specific $U$, so closure through QRC to QSV and BCR tradeoffs could quantify, the benefit of investments to reduce that specific $U$.
4.3 Conclusions and the Future: Improvements and Refinements

Quantified stockpile assessment and certification methodologies:

Part II of this narrative has described the relation between several specific methods, represented by acronyms used for various terms in quantified assessments, notably FOM/QMU, CF, and QRC/QSV. These and other acronyms — and the many methods developing in the community not yet tagged with an acronym — need to be pursued. We note that QRC/QSV (and the combination of TRB and EI discussed elsewhere) have the potential to provide:

- Quantification
- Closure
- Prioritization
- Planning
- Tradeoffs

We have also expressed our method in a compact form — although as we have noted, each term in the summations of the equation can represent multiple careers of work and knowledge — and partnerships of many agencies involved:

\[ \Delta QSV = QSV_0 \int P_{\text{F}}[t] \Delta[t] \{ \prod_{i=1}^{\text{MCSTS}} (\text{RC}^*)_i \} \, dt \]  

[1]

Our major caveats are that the methods are new, they are complicated, and they require technical experience and discretion to develop, implement, and use for decisions — because the outputs are quantitative and the implications are far reaching. It is equally important to think through a methodology with closure. We realize that even this closure with QSV is essentially a Likelihood method. But, it is an essential step. Otherwise, we will end up fulfilling the prophecy of Yogi Berra, often echoed by Stan Trost, DP Emeritus and namesake of the infamous Trost Chart:

If you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll end up somewhere else.

- Yogi Berra, as so frequently quoted by Stan Trost while at DOE-HQ.
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6 Appendices

6.1 Appendix A: Verification & Validation Definitions given by others

For context, we provide here several definitions of V&V at this point, and highlight those that are our favorites.

**VERIFICATION DEFINITIONS:**

Verification: (Roache, 1998): Verification ~ solving the equations right.

Verification: (Schlesinger, 1979): Substantiation that a computerized model represents a conceptual model within specified limits of accuracy *Quoted from (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002) pg 12.*

Verification: (IEEE, 1991): The process of evaluating the products of a software development phase to provide assurance that they meet the requirements defined for them by the previous phase *Quoted from (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002) pg 13.*

Verification: (DoD, 1996): Verification is the process of determining that a model or simulation implementation accurately represents the developer s conceptual description and specifications. *Quoted from (DON, 1999) enclosure 2 pg 2.*

Verification: (AIAA, 1998): The process of determining that a model implementation accurately represents the developer s conceptual description of the model and solution to the model. *Quoted from (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002) pg 14.*

Verification: (Aubrey et al, 2001): The process of determining that a simulation code accurately represents the code developer s description of the model [e.g., equations, boundary conditions, etc.]

Verification: (Cafeo and Roache, 2002): Verification of a CODE: The process that determines that the computer code accurately represents the mathematical equations.

Verification: (Cafeo and Roache, 2002): Verification of a CALCULATION: The process that determines that the computer calculation for a particular problem of interest accurately represents the solutions of the mathematical model equations.
VALIDATION DEFINITIONS:

Validation: (Roache, 1998): Validation ~ solving the right equations.

Validation: (Schlesinger, 1979): Substantiation that a computerized model within its domain of applicability possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy consistent with the intended application of the model. Quoted from (Roache, 1998) pg 26.

Validation: (IEEE, 1991): The process of testing a computer program and evaluating the results to ensure compliance with specific requirements. Quoted from (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002) pg 13.

Validation: (Mehta, 1995): Validation is defined as the process of assessing the credibility of the simulation model, within its domain of applicability, by determining whether the right simulation model is developed and by estimating the degree to which this model is an accurate representation of reality from the perspective of the intended user. Quoted from (Roache, 1998) pg 26.

Validation: (DoD, 1996): Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model or simulation is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses. Quoted from (DON, 1999) enclosure 2 pg 2.

Validation: (AIAA, 1998): The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model. Quoted from (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002) pg 14.

Validation: (Aubrey et al, 2001): Determining the degree to which a code provides an accurate representation of chosen physical phenomena.

Validation: (Cafeo and Roache, 2002): Validated Model: A model that has confidence bounds on the output. A validated model output has the following characteristics:

1. The quantity of interest
2. An estimate of the bias
3. A set of confidence bounds.

A validated model is one where we can make a formal statement after running the model similar to:

I am 90% confident that if I build and measure the quantity of interest, that it will fall within the confidence bands (of uncertainty) shown around the model output.
## 7 List of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;C</td>
<td>Assessment &amp; Certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCI</td>
<td>Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Benefit, usually in $$, Millions ($$M$), or Billions ($$B$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCR</td>
<td>Benefit / Cost Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; (in BCR)</td>
<td>Cost, usually in $$, Millions ($$M$), or Billions ($$B$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Confidence Factor: More properly Capacity Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTF</td>
<td>Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>Department of Energy, Specifically NSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>Degrees Of Freedom (model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>Defense Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSW</td>
<td>Directed Stockpile Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Engineering Index, due to LANL-ESA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDS</td>
<td>Enhanced Nuclear Detonation Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>What WX is now called</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVM</td>
<td>Earned Value Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMVSS</td>
<td>Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM</td>
<td>Figure of Merit, &quot;MU&quot; in QMU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>Failure Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Head Injury Criterion, from Motor Vehicle Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANL</td>
<td>Los Alamos National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>Limited Life Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Margin, where Factor of Safety = M+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Margin, in the ith environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Military Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>Standard deviation of population mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Frequentist N, Number of trials as in coin-flipping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Inferred, Weighted, Bayesian or Fuzzy N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeLoF&lt;sup&gt;aRA&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Negative Log Fail Rate, Assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>Nuclear Explosives Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPRI</td>
<td>Nuclear Posture Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Probability Distribution Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMU</td>
<td>Quantified Margins and Uncertainties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRC</td>
<td>Quantitative Reliability at Confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSD</td>
<td>Quantitative Stockpile Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSM</td>
<td>Quantitative Stockpile Management (Maintenance, Refurbishment, Surveillance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSP</td>
<td>Quantitative Stockpile Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSS</td>
<td>Quantitative Stockpile Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSV</td>
<td>Quantitative Stockpile Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Present Value Discount Rate, e.g. 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV&lt;sub&gt;f&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Present Value Factor, 0&lt;sub&gt;PV&lt;sub&gt;f&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sub&gt;≤1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Reliability in the ith environment (i omitted if only one)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Reliability at Confidence product equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCR</td>
<td>RC Rollup, across all system environments in TMX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Return On Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Sensitivity in Capability in the ith environment to the jth parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL&lt;sup&gt;EP&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Stockpile Life Extension Program (now known as Refurbishment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>Strategic Arms Reduction Talks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>Stockpile to Target Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Population standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMX</td>
<td>The Matrix of MC/STS System Environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRB</td>
<td>The Reliability, Bayesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Uncertainty in Capability for the jth parameter in the ith environment due to jth sensitivity and parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Uncertainty in Capability for the ith environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U&lt;sub&gt;i,j&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Uncertainty in Parameter for the jth parameter in the ith environment [material, tolerance, etc. ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UQ</td>
<td>Uncertainty Quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&amp;V</td>
<td>Verification &amp; Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Value Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z&lt;sub&gt;VAR&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Standard Normal Distribution Variable for variable X, Z&lt;sub&gt;VAR&lt;/sub&gt;={X-μ&lt;sub&gt;X&lt;/sub&gt;)/σ&lt;sub&gt;X&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z&lt;sub&gt;ARC&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Standard Normal Distribution Variable, Z=μ&lt;sub&gt;VAR&lt;/sub&gt; in QRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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